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IN THE UTAH COURT OF APPEALS
STATE OF UTAH,
Plaintiff/Appellee,

:

v.

:

TODD ROBINSON,

:

Defendant/Appellant.

Case No. 920754-CA
Priority No. 2

:

STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION
Utah Code Ann. §78-2a-3(2)(d) (1992 Rep. Vol.) provides
this Court's jurisdiction over this non-small claims appeal from a
circuit court order.
STATEMENT OF THE ISSUE
Did the Circuit Court misinterpret the probation and
restitution statutes, in placing a condition of probation on
Mr. Robinson that he pay $13,567.80 restitution resulting form a
guilty plea to improper lane change, an infraction.
STANDARD OF REVIEW
In reviewing this issue of statutory interpretation, this
court owes no deference to the trial court's determinations and
reviews it's ruling for correctness. State v. Rio Vista Oil, Ltd.,
786 P.2d 1343, 1347 (Utah 1990).
CONSTITUTIONAL AND STATUTORY PROVISIONS
Addendum A to this brief contains the full text of the
following controlling constitutional and statutory provisions:

Constitution of Utah, Article I Section 7 (1992 Repl.
Vol.)
Constitution of Utah, Article I Section 10 (1992 Rep.
Vol.)
Constitution of Utah, Article I Section 11 (1992 Rep.
Vol.)
United States Constitution, Amendment VII
Vol.)

(1992 Rep.

United States Constitution, Amendment XIV
Vol.)

(1992 Rep.

Utah Code Ann. Section 41-6-29 (1992 Repl. Vol.)
Utah Code Ann. Section 41-6-61(1) (1992 Repl. Vol.)
Utah Code Ann. Section 76-3-201 (3) (a) (i) (1992 Repl.
Vol.)
Utah Code Ann. Section 76-3-201.2(1) (1992 Repl. Vol.)
Utah Code Ann. Section 77-18-1(8) (a) (i) (1992 Repl. Vol.)
Utah Code Ann. Section 77-18-1(2) (a) (ii) (1992 Rep. Vol.)
Utah Code Ann. Section 78-2a-3(2)(a) (1992 Repl. Vol.)

STATEMENT OF THE CASE
On October 7, 1991, defendant, Todd Robinson, was present
with

counsel, Brian

Richard Hamp.

Larson.

The

State

was

represented by-

At that hearing, Mr. Robinson plead guilty to

failure to stop at the scene of an injury accident, a class A
misdemeanor, Utah Code Ann. §41-6-29 (as amended), and improper
lane travel, a class B misdemeanor, Utah Code Ann. §41-6-61 (1) (as
amended).

At the time of the plea, the prosecutor recommended a

sentence consisting of six weeks home confinement, fines for the
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two misdemeanors to run concurrent, and restitution to be a civil
j udgment.
Judge McCleve scheduled a sentencing hearing of november
13, 1991.

On November 13, 1991, Mr. Robinson appeared without

counsel and was sentenced to 90 days jail to be suspended upon
probation to be supervised by Adult Probation and Parole.

The

conditions of probation were that Mr. Robinson:
A.

Commit no further violations of the law.

B. Enter into, participate in, and complete
andy counseling or treatment plan directed by
Adult Probation and Parole.
C.

Submit to drug testing.

D. Obtain and maintain full time school or
employment.
E.
Complete and submit proof of two
counseling programs in which Mr. Robinson
indicated he was already involved.
F.

No drug use.

G. Enter into a restitution agreement with
the victims, with the assistance of Adult
Probation and Parole, and submit the agreement
to the court by January 13, 1992.
A restitution hearing was held on August 25, 1992.

A

transcript of the August 25, 1992, hearing has been provided to
this

Court.

Counsel

stipulated

to proffered

therefore, no witnesses were presented T 3.

evidence

and,

Defense counsel

stipulated that victim reparation fund had agreed to pay the
Thompsons $13,567.87 relating to medical bills incurred in the
accident with Mr. Robinson. The State stipulated to the entry into
evidence of several documents including verification that Mr.
3

Robinson is a student at Southern Utah State University and intends
to continue in that capacity. Mr. Robinson is currently unemployed
and, as of the time of the hearing, had no steady income.

T 3-4.

Further, defendant introduced several employment applications he
had filled out attempting to secure part-time employment while in
school.

T 3-4.

Copies of the applications, see attached hereto

"Addendum B". Defendant also introduced evidence that at the time
of the hearing he owed, at minimum, $1,317.69 in federal taxes of
which interest and/or penalties continue to accrue. T 3-4. A copy
of the notice of levy is attached here to as "Addendum C."
Defendant also owes a minimum of $567.17 in state taxes of which
interest and/or penalties continue to accrue.

T 3-4.

A copy of

the notice of warrant and demand of payment is atttached here to as
"Addendum D."

Defendant also presented evidence that he owes at

least $3,314.36 in medical expenses related to previous surgery. T
3-4. A copy of a January 30, 1992, statement is attached hereto as
"Addendum E."

Further, defendant presented stipulated evidence

that he owes $825.00 in court imposed fines and fees.

T 3-4.

A

copy of a July 14, 1992 receipt is attached hereto as "Addendum F."
Defendant also presented a lease agreement indicating he pays
$200.00 a month for rent. T 3-4. A copy of the lease agreement is
attached hereto as "Addendum G."
Upon

conclusion

of

the

stipulated

evidence

and

presentation of pertinent law, the circuit court ruled on the
matter and submitted the following conclusions on November 4, 1992:

4

A. That, based upon the aforementioned facts,
the defendant has the ability to pay
$13,567.80 in restitution.
B. That, based upon the aforementioned facts,
the defendant has the ability to pay a minimum
of $20.00 a month toward the amount in
paragraph one.
C. That this Court's primary responsibility
is to make the victims in this case whole.
D. That payment of $13,567.80 is required to
make the victims whole.
E.
That defendant is placed on probation
until such time as he completes payment of
$13,567.80 in restitution.
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT
The sentencing judge failed to adequately consider all of
the criterion which Utah Code Ann. §76-3-201(3) (b) (iii) requires.
The judge indicated that her primary responsibility in criminal
restitution is to make the victims whole.

The judge made no

finding that $13,567.80 would better rehabilitate Mr. Robinson than
$400.00 which Mr. Robinson had already paid pursuant to agreed
compensation between himself and the victims. The sentencing judge
erred in disregarding statutorily imposed criterion, therefore, the
restitution order is improper.
Further, Mr. Robinson, at

the

restitution

hearing,

presented evidence of a release of liability signed by the victims.
The document releases Mr. Robinson of all liability for the
accident upon payment of $400.00. Defendant presented the signed
release as a defense to a civil claim for damages. Utah Code Ann.
§76-3-201 (3) (a) (i) (as amended) allows the sentencing judge to
5

impose as criminal restitution those special damages which would be
recoverable by the victim in a civil action.

A signed release of

liability would be a defense to a civil action.

The sentencing

judge should have either considered the release as a defense in the
restitution hearing or imposed $400.00 restitution pursuant to the
signed release as restitution and required a full civil litigation
of civil claims and defenses.

The sentencing court violated

Mr. Robinson's due process rights by refusing to consider the
merits of Mr. Robinson's defense and proceeding to impose full
restitution of $13,567.80 based on Mr. Robinson's plea of guilty to
the infraction of improper lane change.

ARGUMENT
THE TRIAL COURT APPLIED THE WRONG CRITERIA TO
DETERMINE WHETHER RESTITUTION WAS APPROPRIATE.
A. THE TRIAL COURT FAILED TO CONSIDER WHETHER
REHABILITATIVE AND DETERRENT PURPOSES WOULD BE
SERVED BY IMPOSING RESTITUTION.
The trial court concerned itself exclusively with the
goal of making the victim whole. See transcript of August 26, 1992
hearing.

(Hereinafter "T") P.36.

In its findings submitted to

this Court the trial court concluded as a matter of law that its
primary

responsibility

is

to

make

the

victim

whole.

Conclusions of Law No. 1, Appellant's brief P. 3-4.

See

The trial

court made no findings concerning the anticipated rehabilitative or
deterrent effect of imposing restitution.
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This Court in State v. Twitchell, 832 P.2d 866, at 869
(Utah App. 1992) , indicated that the first question to be answered
concerning restitution is " ' what restitution, if any, will best
serve rehabilitative and deterrent purposes?7

and the second is

'would that be recoverable as special damages if this were a civil
case?"'

(Quoting State v. Dillon, 637 P.2d

602, at 607

(Or.

1981) ) .
Further, Utah Code Ann. §76-3-201 (3)(b) indicates the
court shall consider several factors in determining whether or not
to order restitution including the "rehabilitative effect on the
defendant

of

payment...".
added) .

the

payment

§76-3-201

of

restitution

(3) (b) (iii) Utah

and

the

Code

Ann.

method

of

(emphasis

The trial court is obligated to consider all of the

criteria the legislature set forth, not to focus solely on one
concern.

See State v. Twitchell, 832 P.2d 866, 869

(Utah App.

1992), (where this court determined that the restitution statute's
wording clearly contemplates penal as well as compensatory purposes
for restitution) . The court did not find that $13,567.80 sought by
the state would better rehabilitate Mr. Robinson than the $400.00
paid pursuant to agreement between Mr. Robinson and the victims.
The victims agreed to $400.00 as compensation in a release of
liability

signed August

25, 1992.

A copy of the release

liability is attached hereto as "Addendum H".

of

The judge did not

consider whether the $13,567.80 would more likely restore Mr.
Robinson as a productive citizen than payment of the agreed upon
compensation of $400.00
7

B.
THE RELEASE OF LIABILITY SIGNED BY THE
VICTIMS IN THE ACCIDENT LIMITS THE AMOUNT OF
CRIMINAL RESTITUTION WHICH THE TRIAL COURT
COULD IMPOSE TO $400.00.
At

the

restitution

hearing

on August

25, 1992, the

defense presented a release of liability signed by the victims
which was made part of the court record.

See Addendum H.

The

release of liability is dated November 13, 1991, the day of Mr.
Robinson's sentencing and is signed "Justice Coppolino and for Kent
Thompson." The document is notarized.

The release of liability

states that Todd Robinson is released from "any and all liability"
arising from the accident occurring June 22, 1991.
The general rule of restitution is that the trial court
may only impose as criminal restitution those special damages which
could be recoverable in a civil action by the victim.
Twitchell, 832 P.2d 866, 869 (Utah App. 1992)

State v.

Utah Code Ann. §76-

3-201 (3) (a) (i) (1990) . As a result of the limitations on criminal
restitution, the trial court is required to engage in a sort of
quasi-civil threshold determination of whether the victims would be
able to collect the damages requested as restitution in a civil
suit.

State v. Rodriguez, 745 P.2d 811, 912 (Or. App. 1987) .

It

is not clear the extent to which the sentencing trial court should
litigate civil claims and defenses.
The judge in Mr. Robinson's restitution hearing refused
to make a determination with respect to the civil defense of the
signed release of liability.

T 34 and 36.

The defendant argued

that if the sentencing judge refused to rule on the release of
liability, the civil issues must be left to a civil court because
8

Mr. Robinson is entitled to have his defense litigated. T 30.
Defendant argued that the complex issues of civil defenses become
like those projective losses such as wages and pain and suffering
in that determination of such issues cannot be made without full
litigation.

T 30.

State v. Hart, 699 P.2d 113, 117 (Or. 1983).

If it is not practical for the sentencing court to litigate these
complex issues, the victims must pursue civil remedy to fully
litigate the claims of both parties. A sentencing court may only
impose easily measurable damages.

Id.

The sentencing judges should not consider complex civil
issues typically reserved to civil juries because:
[T] he trial judge will not have the benefit of
pleadings which frame the issues nor the
testimony of witnesses to develop evidence
relevant
to
the
loss
resulting
form
defendant's wrong doing. At the sentencing
proceeding the defendant does not have the
benefit of defenses such as contributory
negligence or assumption or fisk nor does he
receive a jury determination of damages which
wold be available to him in a civil trial.
Further, when faced with the alternative of
paying what he might regard as an exorbitant
measure of damages of going to prison, the
defendant might hesitate to argue with an
award of restitution or reparation no matter
how speculative or unfair it might be or
however summary the procedure under which it
was imposed.
State v. Stalheim, 552 P.2d 829 at 831 (Or. 1976) .
Utah restitution statutes in Utah Code Ann. §76-3-201.2
(1) which guide the trial court support the proposition that the
court should err on the side of leaving complex civil issues to a
civil court.

9

[P]rovisions
in
this
part
concerning
restitution do not limit or impair the right
of a person injured by a defendant's criminal
activities to sue and recover damages from the
defendant in a civil action.
Interpreting this statute, this Court has indicated that
Oregon's restitution statute is substantially identical to the Utah
Statute,
1992).

State v. Twitchell, 832 P. 2d 866, at 869 (Utah App.

Oregon has stated that it's restitution statute
is a sentencing device authorized instead of,
or in addition to, incarceration. Because of
the nature of restitution, the statutory
scheme presents a peculiar blend of both civil
and criminal law concepts, but is not a form
of civil liability and recovery. The theory
of restitution is peneological:
It is
intended to serve rehabilitative and deterrent
purposes by causing a defendant to appreciate
the relationship between his criminal activity
and the damage suffered by the victim.
To
make this relationship evident
to the
defendant,
the
permissible
amount
of
restitution is measured by the injury to the
victim. The statute borrows from civil law in
that it limits the type and amount of
restitution to that which could be recovered
as special damages in a civil suit against the
defendant.

State v. Dillon, 637 P.2d 602 (Or. 1981) . See also, Thorne v. Gay,
758 P. 2d 380, 381 (Or. App. 1988) .

(restitution is a criminal

sanction; not intended to be the equivalent of a civil award).
This Court adopted the Oregon Supreme Court language:
[T]he point of restitution is a red flag to
the courts that restitution does not mean
restitution in full or partial restitution.
It's any form of restitution that brings home
to the defendant that they damaged an
individual and they should make some sort of
recompense to the individual.'

10

State v. Twitchell, 832 P.2d 866, at 869 (Utah App. 1992), quoting
State v. Dillon, 637 P.2d 602, 606-7 N.6

(Or. 1981)

(quoting

Minutes, House Committee or Judiciary, April 29, 1977, P.12).
Defendant argues that this Court should continue to
follow Oregon's interpretation that the criminal sentencing court
is not the appropriate forum to litigate complex civil theories of
recovery and defenses to those actions.
only

impose

restitution

when

it

Sentencing courts should

is easily

determinable

and

measurable, and when not easily measurable, such issues should be
left to the civil court.
1985).

State v. Hart, 699 P.2d 1113, 1119 (Or.

In Mr. Robinson's case, defense to civil recovery of a

release of liability makes the measure of damages not easy to
determine without full litigation of the defense, therefore, the
trial court should not have imposed full restitution.
In the alternative, if the sentencing court is the proper
forum to litigate civil theories of recovery and related defenses,
then the court should have addressed the defense of the release of
liability at the restitution hearing. Mr. Robinson is entitled to
be heard on his defense against the Thompson's asserted right to
recover either at sentencing or in the civil court.

The trial

court's imposition of full restitution and refusal to consider
Mr. Robinson's defense violated his right to due process.

United

States Constitution, Amendment XIV. and Amendment VII. (right to
civil jury provision).

Utah Constitution, Article I, Section 7

(due process), Article I, Section 10 (trial by jury provision),
Article I, Section 11 (open courts provision).
11

The Thompson's will not likely pursue civil litigation
when the criminal court imposed full restitution. There is no need
to litigate civilly when Mr. Robinson must pay full restitution or
serve jail.

Further, Mr. Robinson cannot litigate civilly to have

his defense considered because the civil court has no jurisdiction
to affect the criminal sentence. Therefore, Mr. Robinson's defense
will never be considered.
C. THE TRIAL COURT DID NOT HAVE JURISDICTION
TO PLACE MR. ROBINSON ON FORMAL PROBATION
UNTIL FULL RESTITUTION IS PAID; APPROXIMATELY
57 YEARS.
The trial court concluded as a matter of law that
Mr. Robinson is to be placed on probation until he completes
payment of $13,567.80 in restitution.

See 'Findings of Fact' and

'Conclusions of Law', 'Conclusions of Law #2'.

See Appellant's

brief P. 3-4. Furthermore, the order signed by the trial judge on
November 5, 1992, orders Mr. Robinson's probation to be extended
until full restitution is paid. See also T 37. These orders place
Mr. Robinson on probation for approximately 57 years if paid at a
rate of $20.00 per month as ordered. Mr. Robinson asks this court
to

clarify

the

lower

court's

jurisdiction

with

respect

to

collection of restitution by means of probation.
Mr. Robinson can be placed on formal probation for a
maximum of thirty six months on a class A misdemeanor of leaving
the scene of an injury accident. Utah Code Ann. §77-18-1(8) (a) (i) .
See also State v. Green, 757 P.2d 462, at 464

(Utah 1988).

Mr. Robinson can be held on formal probation for a period of twelve
12

months on an improper lane change infraction. Utah Code Ann. §7718-1(1) (a) (i) .
In this case, any restitution imposed must stem from the
improper lane change to which Mr. Robinson plead, because no causal
link exists between leaving the scene of the accident and the
injuries which were sustained in that accident. It is the improper
lane

change

which

is

alleged

to

have

resulted

in

injury.

Therefore, Mr. Robinson can be held on formal probation for twelve
months requiring him to pay restitution. After that time, if fines
or restitution are still out standing, the court's remedy is to
place Mr. Robinson on "bench probation" for the limited purpose of
collecting such restitution and the restitution order is treated as
a civil lien. Utah Code Ann. §77-18-1(8) (a) (ii) . State v. Dickey,
199 Utah Adv. Rep. 21 at 24 and 25 (Utah App. 1992) . If this Court
upholds the trial court's restitution order, such restitution must
be collected

in accordance with the aforementioned probation

statutes and this Court's interpretation of those statutes.
CONCLUSION
This Court should reverse the trial court's order that
Mr. Robinson pay #13,567.80 in restitution to the Thompsons.

2#c
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this JJV^day

of April, 1993

^-^USMjbfP^NHARDT
(
-—Attorney for Mr. Robinson
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CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY
I, SUSAN M. DENHARDT, hereby certify that I have caused
eight copies of the foregoing to be delivered to the Utah Court of
Appeals, 400 Midtown Plaza, 230 South 500 East, Salt Lake City,
Utah 84102, and four copies to the South Valley County Attorney's
Office, 2001 South State Street, 84190-1200, this 19^ day of April,
1993.

SUSAN M. DENHARDT
DELIVERED/MAILED this

day of April, 1933.
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ADDENDUM A

AMENDMENTS

Amend. XIV, § 3

AMENDMENT XIV
Section
1. [Citizenship — Due process of law — Equal
protection.]
2. [Representatives — Power to reduce appointment.]
3. [Disqualification to hold office.]

Section
4. [Public debt not to be questioned — Debts of
the Confederacy and claims not
to be paid.]
5. [Power to enforce amendment.]

Section 1. [Citizenship — Due process of law — Equal
protection.]
All persons born or naturalized in the United States, and subject to the
jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the United States and of the State wherein
they reside. No State shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the
privileges or immunities of citizens of the United States; nor shall any State
deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor
deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.

Sec, 2. [Representatives — Power to reduce appointment.]
Representatives shall be apportioned among the several States according to
their respective numbers, counting the whole number of persons in each
State, excluding Indians not taxed. But when the right to vote at any election
for the choice of electors for President and Vice-President of the United States,
Representatives in Congress, the Executive and Judicial Officers of a State, or
the members of the Legislature thereof, is denied to any of the male inhabitants of such State, being twenty-one years of age, and citizens of the United
States, or in any way abridged, except for participation in rebellion, or other
crime, the basis of representation therein shall be reduced in the proportion
which the number of such male citizens shall bear to the whole number of
male citizens twenty-one years of age in such State.

Sec. 3. [Disqualification to hold office.]
No person shall be a Senator or Representative in Congress, or Elector of
President and Vice President, or hold any office, civil or military, under the
United States, or under any State, who, having previously taken an oath, as a
member of Congress, or as an officer of the United States, or as a member of
any State legislature, or as an executive or judicial officer of any State, to
support the Constitution of the United States, shall have engaged in insurrection or rebellion against the same, or given aid or comfort to the enemies
thereof. But Congress may by a vote of two-thirds of each House, remove such
disability.

23

Amend. V

CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES

AMENDMENT V
[Criminal actions — Provisions concerning — Due process
of law and just compensation clauses.]
No person shall be held to answer for a capital, or otherwise infamous
crime, unless on a presentment or indictment of a Grand Jury, except in cases
arising in the land or naval forces, or in the Militia, when in actual service in
time of War or public danger, nor shall any person be subject for the same
offence to be twice put in jeopardy of life or limb; nor shall be compelled in any
criminal case to be a witness against himself, nor be deprived of life, liberty,
or property, without due process of law; nor shall private property be taken for
public use, without just compensation.

AMENDMENT VI
[Rights of accused.]
In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the right to a speedy
and public trial, by an impartial jury of the State and district wherein the
crime shall have been committed, which district shall have been previously
ascertained by law, and to be informed of the nature and cause of the accusation; to be confronted with the witnesses against him; to have compulsory
process for obtaining witnesses in his favor, and to have the Assistance of
counsel for his defence.

AMENDMENT VII
[Trial by jury in civil cases.]
In Suits at common law, where the value in controversy shall exceed twenty
dollars, the right of trial by jury shall be preserved, and no fact tried by a jury,
shall be otherwise re-examined in any Court of the United States, than according to the rules of the common law.

AMENDMENT VIII
[Bail — Punishment.]
Excessive bail shall not be required, nor excessive fines imposed, nor cruel
and unusual punishments inflicted.
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CONSTITUTION OF UTAH
COLLATERAL REFERENCES

Utah Law Review. — The Mootness Question in Habeas Corpus Proceedings Where Petitioner Is Released Prior to Final Adjudication, 1969 Utah L. Rev. 265.
Habeas Corpus and the In-Service Conscientious Objector, 1969 Utah L. Rev. 328.
Post-Conviction Procedure Act: Limitation
on Habeas Corpus?, 1969 Utah L. Rev. 595.
Am. Jur. 2d. — 39 Am. Jur. 2d Habeas Corpus §§ 5 to 7.

C.J.S. — 16A CJ.S. Constitutional Law
§ 472 et seq.; 39 CJ.S. Habeas Corpus § 5.
A.L.R. — Anticipatory relief in federal
courts against state criminal prosecutions
growing out of civil rights activities, 8
A.L.R.3d 301.
Key Numbers. — Constitutional Law *»
83(1), 121 to 123.

Sec. 6. [Right to bear arms.]
The individual right of the people to keep and bear arms for security and
defense of self, family, others, property, or the state, as well as for other lawful
purposes shall not be infringed; but nothing herein shall prevent the legislature from defining the lawful use of arms.
History: Const 1896; L. 1984 (2nd S.S.),
S.J.R. 3.
Compiler's Notes. — Laws 1983, Senate

Joint Resolution No. 2, proposing to amend
this section, was repealed by Senate Joint Resolution No. 3, Laws 1984 (2nd S.S.), § 2.

NOTES TO DECISIONS
ANALYSIS

Prospective application.
Regulation of right to bear arms.
Prospective application.
The amendment to this provision by Laws
1984 (2nd S.S.), Senate Joint Resolution No. 3
is to be given prospective application only.
State v. Wacek, 703 P.2d 296 (Utah 1985).

Regulation of right to bear arms.
This section gives sufficient authority for the
legislature to forbid the possession of dangerous weapons by those who are not citizens, or
who have been convicted of crimes, or who are
addicted to drugs, or who are mentally incompetent. State v. Beorchia, 530 P.2d 813 (Utah
1974).

COLLATERAL REFERENCES
Utah Law Review. — The Individual Right
to Bear Arms: An Illusory Public Pacifier?,
1986 Utah L. Rev. 751.
Am. Jur. 2d. — 79 Am. Jur. 2d Weapons
and Firearms § 4.
C J . S . — 16A CJ.S. Constitutional Law
§ 511; 94 CJ.S. Weapons § 2.

A.L.R. — Gun control laws, validity and
construction of, 28 A.L.R.3d 845.
Validity of statute proscribing possession or
carrying of knife, 47 A.L.R.4th 651.
Key Numbers. — Constitutional Law «=» 82;
Weapons «» 1, 3, 6 et seq.

Sec. 7. [Due process of law.]
No person shall be deprived of life, liberty or property, without due process
of law.
History: Const 1896.
Cross-References. — Eminent domain generally, § 78-34-1 et seq.
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occasions over an extended period of time and
while in a position of trust toward the victim.
State v. Copeland, 765 P.2d 1266 (Utah 1988).
The fact that defendant, who was convicted
of sodomy on a child, was a victim of sexual
abuse as a child did not make the imposition of
a ten-year minimum mandatory sentence cruel
punishment as applied to him in contrast to
other offenders. State v. Bastian, 765 P.2d 902
(Utah 1988).

stituted a single continuing violation. State v.
Starlight Club, 17 Utah 2d 174, 406 P.2d 912
(1965).
Juvenile proceedings.
This section has application to criminal
cases where a presumption of innocence prevails and does not apply to the proceedings in
juvenile courts where incorrigible or delinquent children are being trained and their
habits corrected since juvenile court proceedings are civil and not criminal. Donald R. v.
Whitmer ex rel. Salt Lake County, 30 Utah 2d
206, 515 P.2d 617 (1973).

Excessive fines.
When a nonprofit corporate club violated the
former Liquor Control Act several times by
selling intoxicating drinks to a police officer
and his wife over a three-week period, and the
club was convicted of three separate violations,
the imposition of three maximum $2,500 fines
(making the total fine $7,500) was excessive
since the officer and his wife were engaged in a
single mission over the three-week period, and
the drinks served them during that period con-

Voir dire examination.
Individual, sequestered death-qualification
voir dire of prospective jurors in a capital homicide case does not, in and of itself, violate
the defendant's rights to a fair and impartial
jury. State v. Shaffer, 725 P.2d 1301 (Utah
1986).

COLLATERAL REFERENCES
A.L.R. — Automobiles: validity and construction of legislation authorizing revocation
or suspension of operator's license for "habitual," "persistent," or "frequent" violations of
traffic regulations, 48 A.L.R.4th 367.
Key Numbers. — Bail «=» 7.

Utah Law Review. — The Courts, the Constitution, and Capital Punishment, 1968 Utah
L. Rev. 201.
Am. Jur. 2d. — 8 Am. Jur. 2d Bail and Recognizance § 74.
C.J.S. — 8 C J.S. Bail § 69; 22 C J.S. Criminal Law § 24 et seq.

Sec. 10. [Trial by jury.]
In capital cases the right of trial by jury shall remain inviolate. In courts of
general jurisdiction, except in capital cases, a jury shall consist of eight jurors.
In courts of inferior jurisdiction a jury shall consist of four jurors. In criminal
cases the verdict shall be unanimous. In civil cases three-fourths of the jurors
may find a verdict. A jury in civil cases shall be waived unless demanded.
History: Const. 1896.
Cross-References. — Civil actions, right to
jury trial in, U.R.C.P., Rules 38, 39.
NOTES TO DECISIONS
Number of jurors.
Paternity proceedings.
Request for jury trial.
Reversal of verdict.
Unanimous verdict.
Waiver of jury trial.

ANALYSIS

Abatement of nuisance.
Capital cases.
Civil cases.
—Nature of issue.
Concurrence of three-fourths of jurors.
Consolidation of actions.
Guilty plea.
Judge's abrogation of jury's function.
Jury selection.
Injunction.
Nonsuit.

Abatement of nuisance.
Former section regarding abatement of
brothel as nuisance, insofar as it provided for
imprisonment and authorized court in equity
proceedings to impose jail sentence, held unconstitutional as violating this section. State
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DECLARATION OF RIGHTS
Utah State Constitution, 1986 Utah L. Rev.r.
319.
Recent Developments in Utah Law — Judi-icial Decisions — Criminal Law, 1988 Utah L.'•
Rev. 177.
Am. J u r . 2d. — 47 Am. Jur. 2d Jury § 7 et*
seq.
C.J.S. — 50 C J.S. Juries § 9 et seq.
A.L.R. — Driving while intoxicated or simi-"
lar offense, right to trial by jury in criminal1
prosecution for, 16 A.L.R.3d 1373.
Right in equity suit to jury trial of counterclaim involving legal issue, 17 A.L.R.3d 1321.
Issues in garnishment as triable to court orr
to jury, 19 A.L.R.3d 1393.
Automobiles: validity and construction of,f
legislation authorizing revocation or suspen-

Art. I, § 11

sion of operator's license for "habitual," "persistent," or "frequent" violations of traffic regulations, 48 A.L.R.4th 367.
Jury trial waiver as binding on later state
civil trial, 48 A.L.R.4th 747.
Paternity proceedings: right to jury trial, 51
A.L.R.4th 565.
Right to jury trial in action for retaliatory
discharge from employment, 52 A.L.R.4th
1141.
Right to jury trial in state court divorce proceedings, 56 A.L.R.4th 955.
Jury trial rights in, and on appeal from,
small claims court proceeding, 70 A.L.R.4th
H19.
Key Numbers. — Jury «» 9 et seq.

Sec. 11. [Courts open — Redress of injuries.]
All courts shall be open, and every person, for an injury done to him in his
person, property or reputation, shall have remedy by due course of law, which
shall be administered without denial or unnecessary delay; and no person
shall be barred from prosecuting or defending before any tribunal in this
State, by himself or counsel, any civil cause to which he is a party.
History: Const 1896.
NOTES TO DECISIONS
ANALYSIS

Action under Civil Rights Act of 1871.
Actions by court.
Actions by state.
Actions not created.
Arbitration Act.
Assignments.
Attorneys' duties.
Criminal law.
—Suspension of execution of death sentence.
Debt collection.
District court jurisdiction.
Election contest.
Forum non conveniens.
Injury or damage to property.
Intoxicating liquor.
Land Registration Act.
Limitations.
—Limitations of actions.
—Statutory limitation of review.
Occupational disease law.
Sovereign immunity.
Torts.
—Action by wife against husband.
—Loss of consortium.
Unlicensed law practice.
Waiver of rights.
Workmen's compensation law.
Cited.

Action under Civil Rights Act of 1871.
Jurisdiction over actions brought under the
Civil Rights Act of 1871, 42 U.S.C. 1981 et
seq., is vested originally in the federal courts,
but the exercise of concurrent jurisdiction by
state courts is not thereby prohibited; in view
of the provisions of this section, therefore, it
was error for trial court to dismiss for lack of
jurisdiction otherwise proper action brought
under 42 U.S.C. 1983. Kish v. Wright, 562 P.2d
625 (Utah 1977).
Trial court would not err in dismissing action brought under 42 U.S.C. 1983 on the
ground of forum non conveniens in a proper
case, but such dismissal should be without
prejudice so that the plaintiff might move his
suit to another forum without harm to his
claim. Kish v. Wright, 562 P.2d 625 (Utah
1977).
Actions by court.
Court of equity has jurisdiction to open probate proceeding and to proceed against bond of
administratrix where she has practiced extrinsic fraud on the court. Weyant v. Utah Sav. &
Trust Co., 54 Utah 181, 182 P. 189, 9 A.L.R.
1119 (1919).
Actions by state.
This section did not alter the law with respect to certain rights which are vested in the
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41-6-29

(2) A person may not place or maintain nor may any public authority permit upon any highway any traffic sign or signal bearing on it any commercial
advertising except for business signs included as part of official motorist service panels approved by the Department of Transportation. This provision
does not prohibit the erection upon private property adjacent to highways of
signs giving useful directional information and of a type that may not be
mistaken for official signs.
(3) Every prohibited sign, signal, or light, or marking is declared to be a
public nuisance and the authority having jurisdiction over the highways may
remove it or cause it to be removed without notice.
History: L. 1941, ch. 52, § 17; C. 1943, for business signs included as part of official
57-7-94; L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1; 1961, ch- 86, § 1; motorist service panels approved by the De1987, ch. 138, § 21.
partment of Transportation" at the end of the
Amendment Notes. — The 1987 amend- first sentence; and made minor changes in
ment redesignated the provisions of this sec- phraseology and punctuation throughout the
tion; in Subsection (l)(c) substituted "operator" section,
for "driver"; in Subsection (2) inserted "except

41-6-28. Interference with signs and signals prohibited.
A person may not without lawful authority attempt to or in fact alter,
deface, injure, knock down, or remove any official traffic-control device or any
railroad sign or signal or any inscription, shield, or insignia on it, or any other
part of it.
History: L. 1941, ch. 52, § 18; C. 1943,
57-7-95; L. 1987, ch. 138, § 22.
Amendment Notes. — The 1987 amend-

ment made minor changes in phraseology and
punctuation throughout the section.

ARTICLE 4
ACCIDENTS
41-6-29. Operator's duty at accident — Stop at accident —
Penalty.
(1) The operator of a vehicle involved in an accident resulting in injury to
or death of any person shall immediately stop the vehicle at the scene of the
accident or as close to it as possible and shall immediately return to and
remain at the scene of the accident until he has fulfilled the requirements of
Section 41-6-31. The stop may not obstruct traffic more than is necessary.
(2) A person failing to stop or to comply with the requirements of Subsection (1) is guilty of a class A misdemeanor.
History: L. 1941, ch. 52, § 19; C. 1943,
57-7-96; L. 1961, ch. 86, § 1; 1983, ch. 183,
§ 31; 1986, ch. 178, § 27; 1987, ch. 92, § 54;
1987, ch. 138, § 23.
Amendment Notes. — The 1986 amendment inserted "of Subsection (1)" and "shall
be" following "county jail," substituted "is
guilty of a class A misdemeanor; a penalty o r
for "shall upon conviction be punished by" and

"and a fine imposed shall be" for "nor more
than one year or by fine of," and deleted "or by
both such fine and imprisonment" from the
end, all in Subsection (b); and made minor
word changes in the first sentence of Subsection (a) and in Subsection (b).
The 1987 amendment, by Chapter' 92,
changed the subsection designations,
The 1987 amendment, by Chapter 138, re-
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41-6-60. One-way traffic.
(1) The Department of Transportation and local authorities may designate
any highway, roadway, part of a roadway, or specific lanes under their respective jurisdictions upon which vehicular traffic shall proceed in one direction at
all times or as otherwise indicated by official traffic-control devices.
(2) On a roadway designated for one-way traffic, a vehicle shall be operated
only in the direction indicated by official traffic-control devices.
(3) A vehicle passing around a rotary traffic island shall be operated only to
the right of the island.
History: L. 1941, ch. 52, § 50; C. 1943,
57-7-127; L. 1969, ch. 109, § 1; 1979, ch. 242,
§ 15; 1987, ch. 138, § 59.
Amendment Notes. — The 1987 amendment redesignated the provisions of this sec-

tion, substituted "operated" for "driven" both
places it appears and made minor changes in
phraseology and punctuation throughout the
section,

COLLATERAL REFERENCES
C.J.S. — 60 CJ.S. Motor Vehicles § 16.
Key Numbers. — Automobiles «=» 14.

41-6-61. Roadway divided into marked lanes — Provisions
— Traffic-control devices.
On a roadway divided into two or more clearly marked lanes for traffic the
following provisions apply:
(1) A vehicle shall be operated as nearly as practical entirely within a
single lane and may not be moved from the lane until the operator has
determined the movement can be made safely.
(2) On a roadway divided into three lanes and providing for two-way
movement of traffic, a vehicle may not be operated in the center lane
except:
(a) when overtaking and passing another vehicle traveling in the
same direction, and when the center lane is clear of traffic within a
safe distance; or
(b) in preparation of making or completing a left turn or where the
center lane is allocated exclusively to traffic moving in the same
direction that the vehicle is proceeding and the allocation is designated by official traffic-control devices.
(3) Official traffic-control devices may be erected directing specified
traffic to use a designated lane or designating those lanes to be used by
traffic moving in a particular direction regardless of the center of the
roadway. Operators of vehicles shall obey the directions of these devices.
History: L. 1941, ch. 52, § 51; C. 1943,
57-7-128; L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1; 1975, ch. 207,
§ 18; 1978, ch. 33, § 14; 1987, ch. 138, § 60.
Amendment Notes. — The 1987 amendment substituted "operated" for "driven"

throughout the section, in Subsection (3) substituted "operators" for "drivers" and made
minor changes in phraseology and punctuation
throughout the section,
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CHAPTER 3
PUNISHMENTS
Section
76-3-206.
76-3-207.

Part 2
Sentencing
Section
76-3-201.

76-3-201.2.
76-3-203.1.
76-3-203.2.

76-3-203.3.

Sentences or combination of
sentences allowed — Civil
penalties — Restitution —
Definitions — Resentencing
— Aggravation or mitigation
of crimes with mandatory
sentences.
Civil action by victim for damages.
Offenses committed by three or
more persons — Enhanced
penalties.
Definitions — Use of firearm in
offenses committed on or
about school premises — Enhanced penalties.
Penalty for hate crimes — Civil
rights violation.

76-3-207.5.

Capital felony — Penalties.
Capital felony — Sentencing
proceeding.
Applicability — Effect on sentencing — Options of offenders.

Part 3
Fines and Special Sanctions
76-3-301.
Fines of persons.
Part 4
Limitations and Special Provisions on
Sentences
76-3-402.
Conviction of lower degree of offense.
76-3-404.
Presentence investigation and
diagnostic evaluation —
Commitment of defendant —
Sentencing procedure.

PART 2
SENTENCING
76-3-201. Sentences or combination of sentences allowed
— Civil penalties — Restitution — Definitions —
Resentencing — Aggravation or mitigation of
crimes with mandatory sentences.
(1) Within the limits prescribed by this chapter, a court may sentence a
person adjudged guilty of an offense to any one of the following sentences or
combination of them:
(a) to pay a fine;
(b) to removal from or disqualification of public or private office;
(c) to probation unless otherwise specifically provided by law;
(d) to imprisonment;
(e) to life imprisonment;
(f) on or after April 27, 1992, to life in prison without parole; or
(g) to death.
(2) This chapter does not deprive a court of authority conferred by law to
forfeit property, dissolve a corporation, suspend or cancel a license, or permit
removal of a person from office, cite for contempt, or impose any other civil
penalty. A civil penalty may be included in a sentence.
(3) (a) (i) When a person is adjudged guilty of criminal activity which has
resulted in pecuniary damages, in addition to any other sentence it
may impose, the court shall order that the defendant make restitu10
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tion up to double the amount of pecuniary damages to the victim or
victims of the offense of which the defendant has pleaded guilty, is
convicted, or to the victim of any other criminal conduct admitted by
the defendant to the sentencing court unless the court in applying the
criteria in Subsection (3)(b) finds that restitution is inappropriate.
Whether the court determines that restitution is appropriate or inappropriate, the court shall make the reasons for the decision a part of
the court record.
(ii) When a defendant has been extradited to this state under Title
77, Chapter 30, or has been transported at governmental expense
from one county to another within the state for the purpose of resolving pending criminal charges and is adjudged guilty of criminal activity in the county to which he has been returned, the court may, in
addition to any other sentence it may impose, order that the defendant make restitution for costs expended by any governmental entity
for the extradition or transportation. In determining whether restitution is appropriate, the court shall consider the criteria in Subsection
(3)(b). If the court determines that restitution is appropriate or inappropriate, the court shall make the reasons for the decision a part of
the court record. The court shall send a copy of its order of restitution
to the Division of Finance.
(b) In determining whether or not to order restitution, or restitution
which is complete, partial, or nominal, the court shall take into account:
(i) the financial resources of the defendant and the burden that
payment of restitution will impose, with regard to the other obligations of the defendant;
(ii) the ability of the defendant to pay restitution on an installment
basis or on other conditions to be fixed by the court;
(iii) the rehabilitative effect on the defendant of the payment of
restitution and the method of payment; and
(iv) other circumstances which the court determines make restitution inappropriate.
(c) If the defendant objects to the imposition, amount, or distribution of
the restitution, the court shall at the time of sentencing allow him a full
hearing on the issue.
(4) As used in Subsection (3):
(a) "Criminal activities" means any offense of which the defendant is
convicted or any other criminal conduct for which the defendant admits
responsibility to the sentencing court with or without an admission of
committing the criminal conduct.
(b) "Pecuniary damages" means all special damages, but not general
damages, which a person could recover against the defendant in a civil
action arising out of the facts or events constituting the defendant's criminal activities and includes, but is not limited to, the money equivalent of
property taken, destroyed, broken, or otherwise harmed, and losses such
as earnings and medical expenses.
(c) "Restitution" means full, partial, or nominal payment for pecuniary
damages to a victim, including insured damages.
(d) (i) "Victim" means any person whom the court determines has suffered pecuniary damages as a result of the defendant's criminal activities.
11
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(ii) "Victim" does not include any coparticipant in the defendant's
criminal activities.
(5) (a) If a statute under which the defendant was convicted mandates that
one of three stated minimum terms shall be imposed, the court shall order
imposition of the term of middle severity unless there are circumstances
in aggravation or mitigation of the crime.
(b) Prior to or at the time of sentencing, either party may submit a
statement identifying circumstances in aggravation or mitigation or presenting additional facts. If the statement is in writing, it shall be filed
with the court and served on the opposing party at least four days prior to
the time set for sentencing.
(c) In determining whether there are circumstances that justify imposition of the highest or lowest term, the court may consider the record in
the case, the probation officer's report, other reports, including reports
received under Section 76-3-404, statements in aggravation or mitigation
submitted by the prosecution or the defendant, and any further evidence
introduced at the sentencing hearing.
(d) The court shall set forth on the record the facts supporting and
reasons for imposing the upper or lower term.
(e) The court in determining a just sentence shall consider sentencing
guidelines regarding aggravation and mitigation promulgated by the
Commission on Criminal and Juvenile Justice.
(6) (a) If a defendant subject to Subsection (5) has been sentenced and committed to the Utah State Prison, the court may, within 120 days of the
date of commitment on its own motion, or at any time upon the recommendation of the Board of Pardons, recall the sentence and commitment
previously ordered and resentence the defendant in the same manner as if
he had not previously been sentenced, so long as the new sentence is no
greater than the initial sentence nor less than the mandatory time prescribed by statute. The resentencing provided for in this section shall take
into consideration the sentencing guidelines established under this section by the Commission on Criminal and Juvenile Justice to eliminate
disparity of sentences and to promote uniformity of sentencing. Credit
shall be given for time served.
(b) The court shall state the reasons for its sentence choice on the
record at the time of sentencing. The court shall also inform the defendant as part of the sentence that if the defendant is released from prison
he may be on parole for a period of ten years.
(c) If during the commission of a crime described as child kidnapping,
rape of a child, object rape of a child, sodomy upon a child, or sexual abuse
of a child, the defendant causes substantial bodily injury to the child, and
if the charge is set forth in the information or indictment and admitted by
the defendant, or found true by a judge or jury at trial, the defendant
shall be sentenced to the aggravated mandatory term in state prison. This
subsection takes precedence over any conflicting provision of law.
History: C. 1953, 76-3-201, enacted by L.
1973, ch. 196, § 76-3-201; 1979, ch. 69, § 1;
1981, ch. 59, § 1; 1983, ch. 85, § 1; 1983, ch.
88, § 3; 1984, ch. 18, § 1; 1986, ch. 156, § 1;
1987, ch. 107, § 1; 1990, ch. 81, § 1; 1992, ch.
142, § 1.
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Amendment Notes. — The 1990 amendment, effective April 23, 1990, substituted
"consider sentencing guidelines" for "be guided
by sentencing rules" and "Commission on
Criminal and Juvenile Justice" for "Judicial
Council" in Subsection (5)(e); substituted "take
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into consideration the sentencing guidelines
established under this section by the Commission on Criminal and Juvenile Justice" for
"comply with the sentencing rules of the Judicial Councir in the second sentence in Subsection (6)(a); and made stylistic and punctuation
changes.
The 1992 amendment, effective April 27,

76-3-201.2

1992, added Subsections (l)(e) and (0 and redesignated former Subsection (l)(e) as (l)(g);
subdivided Subsection (4)(d); substituted
"takes precedence over" for "supersedes" in
Subsection (6)(c); and made stylistic changes
throughout the section.
Cross-References. — Commission on Criminal and Juvenile Justice, § 63-25-1 et seq.

NOTES TO DECISIONS
ings on the questions of restitution and responsibility for attorney fees, together with such
additional proceedings as might be necessary
to permit the making of adequate findings,
where there was no record to demonstrate compliance with Subsection (3)(b). State v. Haston,
811 P.2d 929 (Utah 1991).

ANALYSIS

Aggravating factors.
—Severity of offense.
Restitution.
—Findings.
Review.
Statement of reasons for sentence.
Aggravating factors.
—Severity of offense.
When the trial judge considered the severity
of the offenses "together with" additional aggravating factors, any error in citing the severity of the offenses as an aggravating factor was
harmless. State v. Russell, 791 P.2d 188 (Utah
1990).
Restitution.
—Findings.
Case was remanded for supplementary find-

Review.
A sentence will not be overturned on appeal
unless the trial court has abused its discretion.
State v. Elm, 808 P.2d 1097 (Utah 1991).
Statement of reasons for sentence.
Trial court fully complied with the procedures required by this section when it identified the mitigating and aggravating circumstances prior to sentencing, and made clear the
reason for the sentence of middle severity: the
aggravating circumstances did not outweigh
the mitigating circumstances. State v. Elm,
808 P.2d 1097 (Utah 1991).

COLLATERAL REFERENCES
Utah Law Review. — Binding Sentencing
Guidelines: A Means of Controlling Utah's
Prison Population, 1990 Utah L. Rev. 309.

76-3-201.2. Civil action by victim for damages.
(1) Provisions in this part concerning restitution do not limit or impair the
right of a person injured by a defendant's criminal activities to sue and recover damages from the defendant in a civil action. Evidence that the defendant has paid or been ordered to pay restitution under this part or Section
77-18-1, may not be introduced in any civil action arising out of the facts or
events which were the basis for the restitution. However, the court shall
credit any restitution paid by the defendant to a victim against any judgment
in favor of the victim in the civil action.
(2) If conviction in a criminal trial necessarily decides the issue of a defendant's liability for pecuniary damages of a victim, that issue is conclusively
determined as to the defendant if it is involved in a subsequent civil action.
History: C. 1953,76-3-201.2, enacted by L.
1979, ch. 69, § 3; 1989, ch. 187, § 4; 1990, ch.
163, §§ 4, 5.
Amendment Notes. — The 1990 amend-

ment, amending this section as amended by L.
1989, ch. 187, effective July 1, 1990, substituted "Section 77-18-1" for "Rule 17, Utah
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evaluate the defendant. If that review team concurs with the treatment provider's assessment, the executive director shall notify the court, the defendant's attorney, and the prosecuting attorney that the defendant is a candidate for discharge. The court shall conduct a hearing, in accordance with
Section 77-16a-302, within ten business days after receipt of that notice.
(3) The court may not discharge an individual whose mental illness is in
remission as a result of medication or hospitalization if it can be determined
within reasonable medical probability that without continued medication or
hospitalization the defendant's mental illness will reoccur, making the defendant a substantial danger to himself or others.
History: C. 1953, 77-16a-306, enacted by
L. 1992, ch. 171, § 15.

Effective Dates. — Laws 1992, ch. 171,
§ 18 makes the act effective on July 1, 1992.

CHAPTER 18
THE JUDGMENT
Section
77-18-1.

Section
Suspension of sentence — Probation — Supervision — Presentence investigation — Standards — Confidentiality —
Terms and conditions — Resti-

77-18-2.

tution — Termination, revocation, modification, or extension
— Hearings,
Expungement and sealing of
records — Procedures.

77-18-1. Suspension of sentence — Probation — Supervision — Presentence investigation — Standards —
Confidentiality — Terms and conditions — Restitution — Termination, revocation, modification,
or extension — Hearings.
(1) "Confidential" as used in this section means that the disclosure of the
presentence investigation report, including any diagnostic evaluation report
ordered by the court under Section 76-3-404, is limited to:
(a) the court, prosecutor, and the defendant or his counsel for sentencing purposes only;
(b) law enforcement agencies and other agencies approved by the Department of Corrections in the supervision, confinement, and treatment
of the offender; and
(c) the Board of Pardons in its decision-making process.
(2) (a) On a plea of guilty, guilty and mentally ill, no contest, or conviction
of any crime or offense, the court may suspend the imposition or execution
of sentence and place the defendant on probation. The court may place the
defendant:
(i) on probation under the supervision of the Department of Corrections except in cases of class C misdemeanors or infractions;
(ii) on probation with an agency of local government or with a
private organization; or
(iii) on bench probation under the jurisdiction of the sentencing
court.
162
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(b) (i) The legal custody of all probationers under the supervision of
the department is with the Department of Corrections.
(ii) The legal custody of all probationers under the jurisdiction of
the sentencing court is vested as ordered by the court. The court has
continuing jurisdiction over all probationers.
(3) (a) The Department of Corrections shall establish supervision and presentence investigation standards for all individuals referred to the department. These standards shall be based on:
(i) the type of offense;
(ii) the demand for services;
(iii) the availability of agency resources;
(iv) the public safety; and
(v) other criteria established by the Department of Corrections to
determine what level of services shall be provided.
(b) Proposed supervision and investigation standards shall be submitted to the Judicial Council and Board of Pardons on an annual basis for
review and comment prior to adoption by the Department of Corrections.
(c) The Judicial Council and department shall establish procedures to
implement the supervision and investigation standards.
(d) The Judicial Council and the department shall annually consider
modifications to the standards based upon criteria in Subsection (a) and
other criteria as they consider appropriate.
(e) The Judicial Council and the department shall annually prepare an
impact report and submit it to the appropriate legislative appropriations
subcommittee.
(4) Notwithstanding other provisions of law, the Department of Corrections
is not required to supervise the probation of persons convicted of class B or C
misdemeanors or infractions, or to conduct presentence investigation reports
on class C misdemeanors or infractions. However, the department may supervise the probation of class B misdemeanants in accordance with department
standards.
(5) (a) (i) Prior to the imposition of any sentence, the court may, with the
concurrence of the defendant, continue the date for the imposition of
sentence for a reasonable period of time for the purpose of obtaining a
presentence investigation report from the Department of Corrections
or information from other sources about the defendant.
(ii) The presentence investigation report shall include a specific
statement of pecuniary damages, accompanied by a recommendation
from the Department of Corrections regarding the payment of restitution by the defendant.
(iii) The contents of the presentence investigation report, including any diagnostic evaluation report ordered by the court under Section 76-3-404, are confidential and are not available except by court
order for purposes of sentencing as provided by rule of the Judicial
Council or for use by the Department of Corrections,
(b) At the time of sentence, the court shall receive any testimony, evidence, or information the defendant or the prosecuting attorney desires to
present concerning the appropriate sentence. This testimony, evidence, or
information shall be presented in open court on record and in the presence
of the defendant.
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(c) After the sentencing, the presentence investigation report, including any diagnostic evaluation report ordered by the court under Section
76-3-404, and all copies of the presentence investigation report, become
the property of the Department of Corrections and are for internal use of
the department only.
(6) While on probation, and as a condition of probation, the defendant may
be required to perform any or all of the following:
(a) pay, in one or several sums, any fine imposed at the time of being
placed on probation;
(b) pay amounts required under Title 77, Chapter 32a, Defense Costs;
(c) provide for the support of others for whose support he is legally
liable;
(d) participate in available treatment programs;
(e) serve a period of time in the county jail not to exceed one year;
(f) serve a term of home confinement;
(g) participate in community service restitution programs, including
the community service program provided in Section 78-11-20.7;
(h) pay for the costs of investigation, probation, and treatment services;
(i) make restitution or reparation to the victim or victims in accordance
with Subsections 76-3-201(3) and (4); and
(j) comply with other terms and conditions the court considers appropriate.
(7) (a) The Department of Corrections is responsible, upon order of the
court, for the collection of fines and restitution during the probation period in cases for which the court orders supervised probation by the department.
(b) The prosecutor shall provide notice of the restitution order to the
clerk of the court.
(c) The clerk shall place the order on the civil docket and shall provide
notice of the order to the parties.
(d) The order is considered a legal judgment enforceable under the
Utah Rules of Civil Procedure.
(8) (a) (i) Probationmay be terminated at any time at the discretion of the
court or upon completion without violation of 36 months probation in
felony or class A misdemeanor cases, or 12 months in cases of class B
or C misdemeanors or infractions.
(ii) If the defendant, upon expiration or termination of the probation period, has outstanding fines or restitution owing, the court may
retain jurisdiction of the case and continue the defendant on bench
probation or place the defendant on bench probation for the limited
purpose of enforcing the payment of fines and restitution.
(iii) Upon motion of the prosecutor or victim, or upon its own motion, the court may require the defendant to show cause why his
failure to pay should not be treated as contempt of court or why the
suspended jail or prison term should not be imposed,
(b) The Department of Corrections shall notify the sentencing court
and prosecuting attorney in writing in advance in all cases when termination of supervised probation will occur by law. The notification shall
include a probation progress report and complete report of details on
outstanding fines and restitution orders.
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(j) orders, judgments, and decrees of any court of record over which the
Court of Appeals does not have original appellate jurisdiction.
(4) The Supreme Court may transfer to the Court of Appeals any of the
matters over which the Supreme Court has original appellate jurisdiction,
except:
(a) capital felony convictions or an appeal of an interlocutory order of a
court of record involving a charge of a capital felony;
(b) election and voting contests;
(c) reapportionment of election districts;
(d) retention or removal of public officers; and
(e) those matters described in Subsections (3)(a) through (d).
(5) The Supreme Court has sole discretion in granting or denying a petition
for writ of certiorari for the review of a Court of Appeals adjudication, but the
Supreme Court shall review those cases certified to it by the Court of Appeals
under Subsection (3)(b).
(6) The Supreme Court shall comply with the requirements of Title 63,
Chapter 46b, in its review of agency adjudicative proceedings.
History: C. 1953, 78-2-2, enacted by L.
1986, ch. 47, § 41; 1987, ch. 161, § 303; 1988,
ch. 248, § 5; 1989, ch. 67, § 1; 1992, ch. 127,
§ 11.
Amendment Notes. — The 1992 amendment, effective April 27, 1992, in Subsection

(4), deleted former Subsections (e) and (f),
wbich read: "general water adjudication" and
"taxation and revenue; and," respectively,
making related changes; redesignated former
Subsection (g) as Subsection (e); and made stylistic changes in Subsection (e).

NOTES TO DECISIONS
Cited in State v. Humphrey, 176 Utah Adv.
Rep. 8 (1991).

CHAPTER 2a
COURT OF APPEALS
Section
78-2a-3.

Court of Appeals jurisdiction.

78-2a-3. Court of Appeals jurisdiction.
(1) The Court of Appeals has jurisdiction to issue all extraordinary writs
and to issue all writs and process necessary:
(a) to carry into effect its judgments, orders, and decrees; or
(b) in aid of its jurisdiction.
(2) The Court of Appeals has appellate jurisdiction, including jurisdiction of
interlocutory appeals, over:
(a) the final orders and decrees resulting from formal adjudicative proceedings of state agencies or appeals from the district court review of
informal adjudicative proceedings of the agencies, except the Public Service Commission, State Tax Commission, Board of State Lands, Board of
Oil, Gas, and Mining, and the state engineer;
(b) appeals from the district court review of:
3
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(b) appeals from the district court review of:
(i) adjudicative proceedings of agencies of political subdivisions of
the state or other local agencies; and
(ii) a challenge to agency action under Section 63-46a-12.1;
(c) appeals from the juvenile courts;
(d) appeals from the circuit courts, except those from the small claims
department of a circuit court;
(e) interlocutory appeals from any court of record in criminal cases,
except those involving a charge of a first degree or capital felony;
(f) appeals from a court of record in criminal cases, except those involving a conviction of a first degree or capital felony;
(g) appeals from orders on petitions for extraordinary writs sought by
persons who are incarcerated or serving any other criminal sentence,
except petitions constituting a challenge to a conviction of or the sentence
for a first degree or capital felony;
(h) appeals from district court involving domestic relations cases, including, but not limited to, divorce, annulment, property division, child
custody, support, visitation, adoption, and paternity;
(i) appeals from the Utah Military Court; and
(j) cases transferred to the Court of Appeals from the Supreme Court.
(3) The Court of Appeals upon its own motion only and by the vote of four
judges of the court may certify to the Supreme Court for original appellate
review and determination any matter over which the Court of Appeals has
original appellate jurisdiction.
(4) The Court of Appeals shall comply with the requirements of Title 63,
Chapter 46b, in its review of agency adjudicative proceedings.
History: C. 1953, 78-2a-3, enacted by L.
1986, ch. 47, § 46; 1987, ch. 161, § 304; 1988,
ch. 73, § 1; 1988, ch. 210, § 141; 1988, ch.
248, § 8; 1990, ch. 80, § 5; 1990, ch. 224, § 3;
1991, ch. 268, § 22.
Amendment Notes. — The 1988 amendment by ch. 73, effective April 25, 1988, inserted subsection designations (a) and (b) in
Subsection (1); inserted "resulting from formal
adjudicative proceedings" in Subsection (2)(a);
substituted "state agencies" for "state and local
agencies" in Subsection (2)(a); substituted "informal adjudicative proceedings of the agencies" for "them" in Subsection (2)(a); deleted
"notwithstanding any other provision of law"
at the end of Subsection (2)(a); inserted Subsection (b); redesignated former Subsections (2Kb)
to (2)(h) as Subsections (2)(c) to (2)(i); added
"except those from the small claims department of a circuit court" at the end of Subsection (2)(d); and made minor stylistic changes.
The 1988 amendment by ch. 210, effective
April 25, 1988, added Subsection (2)(h) and redesignated former Subsection (2)(h) as Subsection (2)(i).
The 1988 amendment by ch. 248, effective
April 25, 1988, in Subsection (2)(a), rewrote
the phrase before "except" which had read "the
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final orders and decrees of state and local agencies or appeals from the district court review of
them"; deleted "notwithstanding any other
provision of law" at the end of Subsection
(2)(a); inserted present Subsection (2Kb); designated former Subsections (2Kb) to (2)(h) as
Subsections (2)(c) to (2)(i); and substituted
"first degree or capital felony" for "first or capital degree felony" in present Subsection (2)(f).
The 1990 amendment by ch. 80, effective
April 23, 1990, rewrote Subsection (2)(g),
which read "appeals from orders on petitions
for extraordinary writs involving a criminal
conviction, except those involving a first degree or capital felony" and made punctuation
changes in Subsections (2)(h) and (3).
The 1990 amendment by ch. 224. effective
April 23, 1990, inserted the subdivision designation (i) in Subsection (2Mb) and added Subsection (2)(b)(ii), and made related stylistic
changes.
The 1991 amendment, effective January 1,
1992, substituted "a court of record" for "district court" in Subsection (2)(f).
Cross-References. — Composition and jurisdiction of military court, §§ 39-6-15,
39-6-16.
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C<«|«*t»<!•»». Ilt.#. *>^flf«*4*

« tt»i»««»i»<»«i*» •• **TH.»»««*I **« »»t tu.-«*i !!••«»»»."* C •*»•• •• i»f*i»* *
I »«*444^*« *"«<»»4 «••** r««» » » H r»»«u*i»a ••••»« •«»»•>•*
f t#ll |#»» !•••• • »|M H • Hl»«»41 tjt Alt » t*f •»! #*••»« l»« •«H#-»^ i»«
• iM|tt«tMaMtt'»f**n«!»tAti r*a»«»i»^»*«u« •<»»»*•<•*»*rfwf
t I'M tftirtiMf *wa<»« *•«•»«! I>»0•*>•) »>^*Mat« »«•'»-*!»••><•«• ••*
a»*w*Mrl •••»!»>• §•-»»• ta^a^^* i«li« !»«• #••• t»»f«i^ •-< t » t M r >
' A'»ft—>.*** I < w t >i<*<t,>*'!**>'• f « * 1<w> »'*f'^f 1 *'f "** f l d f S . ' . ^ '

aUlrttXf

fc/nHCTlMJ

**«. C^mtjHMr P M r l M

H A f A l I X F U i e , Oyer*, Web

a44« IM#

To be complclcd ARER you are hirec

f * ^ w •'•>'» f>'«> C** * Y /

""EmjJOyl

|IIV)0»'«-^«"t«»-,*lf»''«f ll.*i«*
«*iu-»u* f | Ct*f>k t : t < c « » U »

Oala |<f rvyjl

CCniirtCAltON
I • « • < endar renafty ef eerfvy. |b»t I bava evrnW^«d tb« deramanH provrt^d by #»•
ahova bwfSAfwaf. that t>ay TV+— *» be e/tnulna »»nd le ttUia le Via tndrvrfwel nmmt4. and that t«e
M M d w a i ta # ^ baa! * mf U^-A^tf,
h •»#<>•• te we>ti In lha UnflW t U U t

I K A 1 F . O r A m j C A N T i R r M l n r r M l y |<Cr,e tireiaf 1
>miiN^ p m l u o l b y mr l« ij«f » n d n n i n I totKt K^iof r | l - A I n J r f f I «aiVr«isnilnrii«<ir>r<« nt aihir|»r«cnUtifHit
%
t<«K Im t q r r r i r a r« if «m|
rn*^**f
*T | » « « w ••• •Mbv<n»wat JiMi.ivvtt. I tutrhy »«ihmi/f »ny I m m r i
rnm, ftm, m <\»i
*]'»
v . * ? ! * r c , , H l * l ' ^ « r w r " » I «o » M « f t >«y i n d all efinttcm »mf t per to bold

»*-»•• f»I«r««^ltl r-v« »»*•••«
|«^«4M«I-«I l»^»»»l»##l»»*»«»»l»t.,t«,»

Oaoumanf ManfirV^lien

O a o / m e n f fctanf«rkel«on

1fll>b( Compam/ fVpre«cntntive

11* »i^»^,••« H *««*• K#« » ' • • •

C M

f

nGENCY CONTACT:

Hr.

7rC«Jf

IhlB
Oacijmantt t t a l Ettabflah

O 5. Afian f V g l j V a a o n Catd w<«i

».5±L

tTr*l

Q J E M P L O V E n f l E V I E W A N D V E f l i r i C A l l O N : ( I * *>• comptatad mnd a^ftad by amployai |
IrtglmcUorit: Examloa ono documanl b o m t t a l A ond chatK t* apptop*iata boa O H axamina o^a
<focuman< b o m D t l D and ona b o m Rat C and chacb t* apptoprlala bono*. PiovWa aSo Dooumcnl Idanliftoa*
aon U i m t w f * n d Cxplf a f o n Oala to lf>« dooumonl oHadi ad.
IMA
Oocumanta #>al EaUbtlah
kfanliry and Employmant £1^lb<'«t/

trv»tii<«. ••»tr*rw«ff

")G ^ ( * tl> / C i ^ t -

I mi«»tl, u n ^ M pMnnlty ol p4tr)u«y. i^J" rlocum<»ntt F » l I h « v * pn*tenlt*4 r* f i v M t i K i of t-trmlit) i.nd rn>p»oy •
rr»«nl ftiip'bil'ly • ' • pr>r>uW>« ano «•<•(• le m « . I a m a^ra'a • » • ! fadnral l n « p#o. k*r>t lo» H«pti»4>fM««anl emd/a?
Itna lot any * • ' • # t t a l a m a n u o« w»a al lalaa docurnanU h eonnacfieri «Uib i»vt «url<flc«*l«
^gniituta
"
"
""" I " ** Orili |W*iUvOi»//V©a»> * "

f i M H o It Yr». tn«»c*U • t f i t ••»«! ~rW«»

«flr.if'

S

* • • • • ( • la«t*« " f . . . . . . .
*^<*|« «!•- • !>«• M •••• •!• ••
!•• !**• l i n n » #• ' • *\' ' ••»
» , , ^ . 1 « ^ <**-"0»*5tt C—
H4| I •«< «••!»•*»-• • • • • • • * !••<
r^r**'
! • • f • • • ! . / « • • f«l* * t - •••«*

•••» »««l»«n»»» I •»»••»»<«•»« f t *«1
«^«pi »**««i»«rMi« is* »>.»•» •• •*••

- .v.;

rim.ic Imllrbtr your rlhnlc ltar)<f;rntind
|)j Otuca^inn
U Nmive AmcikniV
Alaslctn Ntulve
G Dhck
U HUpnnlc
O Aslan/rAclfk
IMiindcr

r.He

What Is )our %rn'!
Mile p remale Q

Dale

Arc you con^hlcrcd Irgftlly
handicapped?
Yes (J NoET

U 9 . OpmVTvcnt of J u s t e *
fmmlyrelron %nd Nofurolcafior* Sorvloo

G,r
Empktycc Number JJT J__ J j . /JL JJL
Mite Date 0 ^ C ' ^ P o s H t o n J . . j T / A ' .
nirmcr I.D. Numbcf
Tcnici

Application For Employment
Store is truly a pleasant place to w o r k . A n expression of Customer
ation is expected f r o m a l l associates by p r o m o t i n g the feeling of
less a n d w a r m t h to each customer who visits our store.

-5~^a ~ i n

t S H Personal (Please print using ball point pen)
.

b'iHS&^

^Eirst i

Middle

~7*dd

JS

City.

1 £26 -93 -fhSX,

State

jy w e contact you?

1

1 Social Secunty Number
Zip

f

j How Long | Telepnone Number

| Hove you reachea your 16th birthday?

Iff Yes

DNO

mitments that may inleriere with attendance requirements.

*\editto
ed for employment
on o r a subsidiary before?
convicted

If " y e s / w h e n *
Yr.
Mo.

0 Yes

(Zs.No

Approximate Date
Mo.
i Yr.

If " y e s / where?

D Yes
C^No

Who referred you to Kmart Corporation?

j Explain

loyment Eligibility Verification
you provide genuine documentation establishing
bility to be legally employed in the United States?

mn
"*Yes

Will visa or immigration status r-j
j—j
U No J prewent lawful employment?
LJ

Ycs

rJ*
L-NN<

•erests and Skills
Q Day
D Evening
EL-Any Hours
Sunday
Day
Evening

1 Monday

i

S

^
C2.

Examples
Customer Service
Checkout
Food Oept.
Fashions
Loss Prevention
H o m e Electronics
C a m e r a / Jew*iry
Sporting Goods

Part Time Q

Tuesday

J_£

Jh

ark Q~5*~~^

Full Time

Seasonal Q

| Wednesday | Thursday

^j\

\

y f yr\ S Salary Expected

Position desired

3.

1 Saturday

c^"\

*£*&

Years expenence in this work

f f l ^ i i r

2. S-fc^Jy J

Auto Service
Office
Processing Center

Friday

^T

Total Hours per Week Desired

i.

[

/

H J*K>.

KI<C^

Oihzr

ollege Tronscript to this application if appliesible
N o m e and Location of School

Major Studies

fercUci^ fc,rB(>^ U"'

£--£-

C&V^^t
/

Did You
Graduate?
Yes
! No

C/,^

*J

.^U

DOl

aining or special education in sales management or retailing (academic or business).

c^, lesi

rife
.-f— Stfnf r.;
C « « I A » - » - »

n i < r r i m f f n n * i « i n !•*

<,K /(j 5

r e.< A. a cz

Degree

6w>c/..
PL\(X"\e. i/c

GIVE PAST EMPLOYMENT RECORO COMPLETELY. STARTING WITH PRESENT. OR LAST EMPLOYER. THEN EACH
PREVIOUS EMPLOYER IN OATE ORDER. INCLUOE ANY CIVIL SERVICE ANO REASON FOR UPSES. IF ANY:
Company Name

Oatos

Address

Rata ol Pay

Duties performed

Reason for leaving

Vs°

£&rp£*i-{e~-

£u r/eio-V

From

7"<7<2.

7D f^g\ {cj^l-a.

^pr&€«\ &

^

Cob^ ^e.y"•

(2)

O-il

7
(3)

To

ftric^ te^ct | g r ^ jfesd

^

u»h^r

|*™ b-?t \ 2 ^

#>*' ^.-i^U^:^^44r
S/ALH.

From

To

/ * ,

^pni* 1

^ / w f-;
Settee.

fe^

<? /o/oc

ANYTHING ELSE YOU WOULD UKE TO WRITE WHICH WOULO BE HELPFUL TO US IN PIACJNG YOU IN AN APPROPRIATE J08?

UST BELOW THREE REFERENCES (NOT FORMER EMPLOYERS OR REUTIVES)
Address (Street No., City & State)

Name

/S,*r\

c^s^V^c*0^

Phone No.

Name of Employer

S>P)T
fc>50So./ff»Jw C~LCUH. S^&SS^
5&-<r£oo\ - S P / T
• LC \n.
L/lCrL S>7^
*iH*r\j<))e

I hereby certify that all statements in this Applicaoon are true and correct to the best of my knowledge, and I understand that the falsification or withhok
informaon requested on mis Applicaoon, whaaver discovered, shall be grounds for rejection of this applicaoon or termination of employment I also autr
Manufacturing Company (the "CompanyT to investigate my work record, educaoon and otfier matters related to my suitability for employment

if employment is obtained under this appticaoon. I will cheerfully comply with all orders, rules, and regulations of the employer. 1 agree to subaut t
examination.
1 hereby understand and acknowledge that, unless otherwise defined by aoplicable law. any employment relaoonship with this organizaoon is of an "at \
which means tnat the Employee may resign at any ome and the Employer may discnarge Employee at any time with or without a cause. It is funner undi
this *at will' employment relaoonship may not be changed by any wncten document or by conduct unless such change is specifically acknowledged in w
auftonzed executive of this organization.
I understand that nothing contained inttiisApplication or said or not said during any interview with me creates an employment conffact between me and th<
In addoon. 1 understand my employment may be terminated at any ome, with or without pnor nooce. at the opoon of earner myself or the Company, and that
oromtses or represantaoons, wheoner oral or contained in any employee hancbook or other wnnng, are binding on the Company unless expressly made
contract signed by the President of the Company.
/ ^
) r i^-,
_^~, /
*
DATE

^(G^ATURE OF APPLICANT

OO NOT WRITE 3ELOW THIS LINE
OATE

JOB SUITED FOR

INTERVIEWED BY
Oaoamwu

Rai* S

L a u t n MANUhACTURING C O M P A Q
2695 WEST HIGHWAY 56 - CEDAR CITY, UTAH 84720 - (801) 586-9948
company is and Equal Opportunity Employer and does noc dscnmmata
use of race, creed, color, age, or sex in employment pracsces or otter
icons of employment.
Job For Whicn
Your A * A p p l i n g :

$-3-52
Last

MiooJe

rtrst

IE (5>& t^xSO^
90

5
55
55Ie""

/foui-ttfejz,

/]/o

^
Telephone Numoer

Zip

Ce Gb>s C-i

-77

~

*

gyfrag
If Less Than 1 Yr„ How
Long At Previous Residence?

Have You Ever Applied To
Q Yes
Or Been Employed by This Company? & . No

*-

Branch of Service
Penodin
Service:

^

Social Secuncy Numoer

Long Have You
At Present Residence?

fs Of Relaoves
syed Here:

^

^/kad

"CTty
3ESS

This Application will remain In our active file for a period of 30 days

Highest
Rank Attained:

Service Number

Describe Any Job Relaxed Or
Specialized Training You Had In Service:

To:

From:

IF YOU HAUE^EVER BEEN CONVICTED OF A FELONY, PLEASE SUPPLY THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION:
^

TE

P U C E OF ARREST

CHARGE

PENALTY

^ ^

N a m e of School

Location

"fttoOV

c-«

fca^u/ei'

rx\f&\^yz,*

oe

£>ltoC_

Cs&zrt^n

Gnmmar School P C A C ^ V J ^ ^
High Scnool
College
Trade. 3us.
Or Corres.

Q-~Yes
Q No

1 2 3

Sqee6

*7rv
rsiy,
? V ^ ^

Qk Yes
iu Read
Q No
rints?
Metered You to
Company For Employment

12 3 4 5
6 7 8 9

&&*-

-.
Q^rst

U

CS

XXXIX

3 4
School Or
Company

Q Yes
QNoSpeed

-tools

Whicn Oo You
Q Second

Q Third

A/ryt\

Employed, Why Oo
t O 0 ^
esire To
To Chance'?
Change:

xxxxx

& \Cr£

Office Macnines
Operated
£pQ\
r >f S>
Shop Machines CLn' W P r e s * . / n « . t * V | A « i v C what Toots Or
Operated Sct> ~1 LJ°_\cAg-/~ / S C U ^ S
Equipment Oo You Have? /TCO d
Do You Have Reiiaole
<^> Yes
.
Transooraoon to Work
Q No
/\JQ 10 0

of the Following
cson Shifts Would You Work?
Can You Begin Work?

Oo You Take
Shorthand?

£*J

d t\

Time
Served

Craft

Date Left Graduated I Degre*

6 7 3 9

I G-E

7

Cirde Last
Year Completed

12

You Served Apprenticeship
ended Vocational Training courses?
IU

Name of Course

- £ > € * * S O K Ac k I v?
—

Wages Or
Salary Exneered-

(~

Month

TOKHER

EMPLOYERS

Name/Address . Salary

Date
Month/Year
from f - f 2
To O >5 2

From U - ^
To

/<•?-<•)

(List below last four wployers, starting with last one f i r s t )

Position

Reason for
Leaving

V j " . .^o.i
ysfcrfM^

J^f

6s ^ tie * A Slot* ( £>•

gg?^ fa J UY

From / — ^H
To c r - g |
From

^C^l/*).

7

To

R E F S R S N C S S : List names of three person not related to you, whom you have known at least one year.

Address

Name

i Pat? 4h,^k

Business

S

&pky 't d

- <>£c

niT&rhe

M>CK h£
3 / <*r \

Years
acquainted

V/cvd hr:rtrP

»^

S*7

Tutsi, 'emir

y

\J

PHYSICAL RECORD:
List anv physical defects

/U>A7*g

Were you ever injured?

Give details

Have vou anv defects in hearing?
Vision?
In case of
*24)«*i>s
Emergency notify
fokwit9
Name

Address

Speech?

^P0-3f/^

Phone*

I a u t h o r i z e i n v e s t i g a t i o n of a l l st***Ments c o n t a i n * J i n r n i s j p p l f c a t i o n . I understand chat misrepresentation
or omission o f f a c r s c a l l e d f o r \s cause f o r d i s m i s s a l .
F u r t h e r , I understand and ag. «e that my effp^yr.-nt
i s f o r no d e f i n i t e period and may, regardless o f the date o f payment of my wages and s a l a r y , be terminated a t
any time w i t h o u t previous n o t i c e .

Date

Signature

s*J GCEX

.

rAf~fx.'1L<*£>>

DO NOT WRITE BELOW THIS LINE
i n t e r v i e w e d bv

Date

REMARKS
NEATNESS
PERSONALITY
HIRED
Approved:

CHARACTER
ABILITY
FOR OEPT.

1.

POSITtGM
2^

employment manager

UILL REPORT

SALARY VAGeS

3.

Oept. Mead

General manager

J&ltic.,
s_

APPLICATION OF EMPLOYMENT
DATE: Out 0 SgQCIAL SECURITY* S ^ A

PERSONAL rNTORKATIOH

o

Name

-?£
J.M'~*s

/r^^ACAk

'

1<DC/d

Last

r*>

to!

Present address

^ ^

"S/9-/(^<7'

~

—•*•"*

Aae < ? 9 Sex

Middle

fchitu-j,f

Aq

y^d*£t£L
/

Permanent address

f^i* I

5"ftfc> * D 1 ^>^ Own Home
Board
St!^ Color
„^
Color
_
D . 0 , B . ; 2 w < - C * 3 i e i c h t <> <f "Weight / f f y Of h a i r /pr^juot
eves 6 ^ ^

Phone number

Divorced
Widowed
Dependents o t h e r
than w i f e or c h i l d r e n
Number o f c h i l d r e n &
I f r e l a t e d t o anyone i n our employ,
S t a t e name and department

Married

EKPLOYHEHT DESIHED
position d K c l w

ClQfU

Are you employed now? Q2>
Ever a p p l i e d t o
t h i s Company before? k)Z>
EDUCATION

Separated
c i t i z e n Yes 0
of U.S.A. No 0
Referred
Bv

Sinai?

Date you
.
Can s t a r t AA>^J
I f so may we i n q u i r e
of p r e s e n t employer

Name/location of school

When

Where
Yrs
Attnd

Date
Grad,

College

Subjects
Studied

c^e

Grammar
Highschool

Salary
Desired %

rfc, rciQs:
f P flar

hdz\
( j ,1

Other

-

E
Sz±

Pi/c

/

Subjects of special study
What foreign languages
Read^
Do you soeak.fluently?
Write
Present membership i n U.S. Military or
National guard or reserves
Navel service
Rank
A c t i v i t i e s o t h e r than r e l i g i o u s
(Civic,
A t h l e t i c , Fraternal, e c t . )
exclude organizations, the name or character of which indicates the race, creed, color or national origin of
i t s neflibers.

WORK HISTORY
Beginning with present or most recent, list your three most significant employers. If you wish to elaborate, a supplemental sheet or
may be attached. Include military service if applicable.
_ _ ^

ADDRESS

DATES From: <r-— <rn To:
To:

^2zlL

FIRM NAME

g

^

S~-52

p 3 ^ . ^

/

t

Z

HOURS WORKED PER WEEK

A

JOB TITLE AND DUTIES. MACHINES AND TOOLS USED

Cch<>h)<>s- cH~ C-Tocv
FIRM NAME

g

ADDRESS g

^

f

r r

( 4

^

f l C

^ jfej

/

p>ers6t^
foi^

DATES From:

f ^ L ,

6-5/

To:

/d

HOURS WORKED PER WEEK :

JOB TITLE AND DUTIES. MACHINES AND TOOLS USED

LJOLH^C

f

lh

Cc>cSi\

&T

1 FIRM NAME f y ^ {_ <^
ADDRESS

4,£fco

^

^

f^
-

^

DATES F r o m : / - ^

5/^_

^

To: •

HOURS WORKED PER WEEK

JOB TITLE AND DUTIES. MACHINES AND TOOLS USED

\

-><; U % <h- Sec^'^e

JT

/ v ^ e

/£rr,ACc;f5^rJ
C

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:

Machines. Equipment, Tools Us*d, Related Activities, etc.

CERTIFICATION OF APPLICANT
I CERTIFY THAT ALL STATEMENTS MADE IN THIS APPLICATION ARE TRUE AND CORRECT. AND THAT ANY Mi:
MENT OF MATERIAL FACTS MAY SUBJECT ME TO DISQUALIFICATION OR OISMISSAL. ALSO. I AUTHORIZE I
GATION OF ALL STATEMENTS MADE Ir^JHIS/APPLJCATlON.
Signature

Date.

/^ J CJ
T

i

OFFICE USE ONLY
OCCUPATIONAL TITLE

EXP YLW

OCCUPATIONAL COO£

—

1 SPECIAL VETERAN CATEGORIES
Other Eligible

Vietnam Vet

'

Dis.Vet

Sfct

12-24 months

Ov*

TIME IN AREA
0-6 months

6-12 months

~

/83

EMPLOYMENT APPLICATION

8

DATE.

Mo
iE TYPEWRITER OR PRINT CLEARLY

Last
n

DRESS

7

s

TS'c/c/

d>(?/'<*) 361^

UE_

First

£?a &e> \/&rc

Middle

Social Security Number

<KnU^-tr<L<L.
Street

Number

QA

SL

Dy

It

C i t y /

53b-cgSO

&<iO^=

State

Zlp-Cooe

Home Phone

DATES OF VETERANS SERVICE

FROM.

Work Phone

-TOMo

Oy

Yr

Mo

Oy

Yr

r KINDS OF WORK YOU WANT BY SPECIFIC TITLE (Example: typist, carpenter, auto mechanic)
t Choice:.

3rd Choice:.

: Qx>£

4th Choice:.

d Choice:

ES OF EMPLOYMENT ACCEPTABLE

•E YOU CAN START

FULL T I M E E l ^

TEMPORARY O

YES •

SHIFT WORK

NO/Q^. IF SO. MAY WE CONTACT YOUR PRESENT EMPLOYER? YES •

'E YOU EVER APPLIED TO THIS COMPANY BEFORE? YES •

NO Q

•

£~G3£2_

SALARY DESIRED

/^y/cxJ

• YOU EMPLOYED NOW?

PART-TIME *&.

IF SO. WHERE?

NOD

WHEN?

r ANY TRADE OR PROFESSIONAL LICENSES.
ITIFICATES. OR REGISTRATIONS
r

ERENCES
T THREE PERSONS NOT RELATED TO YOU WHOM YOU HAVE KNOWN AT LEAST ONE YEAR
Address

Name

Pprr 7

Business

STTfl^pfo^TT"

buvik

/

8 VCK
f

fa-icr**/ fa l^

L?^r>€."

?r\ S-fc^flbr/Qce.

u t§n/

"

yft-k2«

96

^ic,-/**,7

£ i/es^cg^r
~77

JCATION
H SCHOOL GRADUATE?

Y E S £ ^ NO 13

College. Business, or Trade Schools
Name and City Location

\)\J

Her <,-/-

IF NO. CIRCLE HIGHEST YEAR COMPLETED
Major or Vocational Subjects

^do'y.
/^r^^/cs

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 '

Length
of Time

.Lin.
/

Date
Comoleted

Degree

/f&? \Ceri.

Education (circle last year completed) if applicable
HS

12 3 4

College

1 (£>3 4

Trade School

Name of College(s)

Year(s) Graduated or Attende

12 3 4

High School /G&

^uy

J

EMPLOYMENT RECORD (Uci tact amployaf first) MUST COMPLETE
LAST COMPANIES WORKED FOR
(DO NOT USE SOS)

0ATES
Mo/Yr. I MoiYr

crrviSTATE

From

<erkc Li-*, Q? | £ 2 L

0-n
&rc.K ih^\

tkwe (

f v T l |— C,&Tf-

/

&i'^K**r\

SL£.

9*

From

CN

TZ

C*$U\er

9- ^-f^tfor

^ K *

W^

jfc/p C T

0-\

To

REASON LEI

schod\

SL

From

t>7

To

TYPE OF WORK

To

From

EMPLOYMENT RECCR0 (List last employer tirmO MUST COMPLETE
PREVIOUS TEMPORARY ASSIGNMENTS
COMPANIES ASSIGNED TO:

0ATES
Mo/Yr. | MoTYr.

CITY & STATE

From

To

From

To

From

To

From

To

WOULD YOU Ul
RETURN TO THIS C

TYPE OF WORK

YES
YES
YES
YES
CHECK EOUIPMENT THAT YOU HAVE:

HOW MANY POUNOS OF STEAOY LIFTING CAN YOU HANDLE?

GO

D20

D40

O 60

O SO

DlOO

-Ci20

G<HAR0 HAT (^STEEL TOE BOOTS S C O V E R
,*£>BOOTS
GSyHAMMER
DlNSUU
£3 GLOVES
D T A P E MEASURE
'^^VYORK
OTHER (Please Speciy):

DO YOU HAVE A SPECIFIC TRADE IN WHICH YOU HAVE THE TOOLS. QUALIFICATIONS ANO
EXPERIENCE TO PRACTICE THAT TRADE?

Q YES

D NO

IF YES. SPECIFY IN DETAIL

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY

(DO NOT WRITE BELOW THIS LINE)

(OO NOT WRITE BELOW Tl

Data
CUSTOMER
Mo.

CUST. #

Oay Yr.

BILL

PAY

COOE

COMMENTS

W/E

IREF CHECK

PPQP GROOMING

INTERV!

OCSC

AWARENESS
PEPSCNALlTY/AmTUOE

REASON

LEFT OUR EMPLOY

TJTC

N

PREV. EMPLOYEE

Q

NOT CHECKED O

EVALUATION

1-9 ON RLE Q

EXEMPT

SKILL 4 COMMENTS:

PROFESSIONAL
WELL GROOMED

G
NAME

Q

P

A

L
PHONE

FRIE*
VERS

PU8UC CONTACT

ENTV

MIN. SUPERVISION

OUTC

POSITIVE ATTITUOE
COMMUMCATION SKILLS

COM

! SSI

OEU

SOS APPLICATION FORM - Please Print
1

Oato of Birth
Montfl

4

Cf£vovtr*sat

j2±.o*2£-

2

bo 18

Do you hawj a tagai ngnf to
worti n ttM UM«3 SUl«s7

3 H e * <W you tear atom SOS?

IN CASS OF EMERGENCY CONTACT

x

HAM6 C C j ^ / f
S

Inoicato bolowrfyou n*vo any pftys«aJ or mental (nownwnlMKh may farm
your aO*fy lo « M M or porform tfta pos m tno SWI Claarteaiiona you am
appipng for. You should esoacatfy * * » C J I O any pmvous prootoms aucft as
back mmrm or otna* ailuaiona wn«n may funds* your aorfry to Ml ootoos.
stand lor tang panodx aic.. Atao. mocaia * you am stf undor doaor s cam
(or *orfcor s comoan*aiion. or otrwc miury. or am ooumng componsa&on lor
Mfunas.

•

HavvyoubaanccfMctad^fariytawvctation
oinar inan (milic?
YasQ Nc>2
MyaaaapuMC
_
_

0a*» I am avatiaoia.
front

7

X > ^

To-

/obnc

Locaaona m Matro AI%M pralatrod to *orn

t

Typoof «or« protorrtd.

SPCtcir

/•!•)-?

I agree to report m y availability weekly, or daily if assigned to Jobs on a daily basis. Failure to adhere to this policy
could constitute a voluntary resignation from SOS on my part.
I acknowledge by my signature to have received a copy of the SOS Employee in formation Booklet and I agree
to read its contents.
*

RRSTNAME

MtOOLE INITIAL

3

<A6 Klh<bt^
15 LOCAL STREET AOORESS

env

<76 Ac ^ r ^ _ .

Civ
5" ft f

in

11 Oo you mam your W-2 Form n#*d
af f t * «nd of Ifto year or mailed lo
iho addross as snow* on * M ?
Q Hold at SOS ogo^aiiod
Ounnqtrw imonMMr you «MI oo «vaiua:cc
oy
Qroo>TwtG/9ra&. porsonaj*
«y.
trnowtQ, trartsoortxion vtorv
•ouiomoni. atetfyou navoaoetftkyrrmtan you warn •tcruooa m :~e
poatt oiscusa o n mtorrratjor
oarson oonouong wo tntarv^w

14HAVE0WNCAR

YESG N Q ^ T

17

16 ZIP

Or

19 HEIGHT

18 SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER

13 TELHPHONE

'Not*- Unteis o<mrws« taccc t -s asm*n*o you aroaw»taoi« tors M smrtra:
sans DiMum rm nours snow aoove

USEPUBUCTRANS. YESG N O C

STATE

Ce^r

"

I Oacfe days you am **—mo+ and
noto tours ol day you «ni normally
5a avsdioia tor «<om

Pursuant to the Utan Workers' Compensation Act. Tide 35. Chapter 1 §35-1-97 (1) Colorado Workers' Compensation Act. ArocJe 43. Pan
1. §8-43-102 or similiar laws in other states: ait SOS employees agree to notify SOS, either ^-person or by direct phone contact of any onthe-ioo occurrence, accident, or miury. within *8 hours of said incident Additionally, ail employees reporting an on-the-joo incident agree
to reoort to a medcai care facility designated by SOS witftn 24 hours of the report of the modem and to submit to a drug and aicohoi lest
based on the medical necessity of care. AQ employees further agree not to consume or to seif-adrrunister any drugs or alcohol from the pomt
of occurrence until tr»e drug and aicohoi test is complete.
Employees are hereby notified that SOS shall regard an employee's failure to comply with any of the stipulations above as cause to
contest the validity of the employee claims wmch may result in a denial of medcai benefits and/of compensaoon.
i hereby affirm that the information set forth in my application is true and complete, and that any false statements ^te in violation of
company policy I understand that if I'm offered employment by any company to wmch I have been assigned. I must inform that person that
I am an employee of SOS, and that he/she must contact SOS if that company wishes to mrerne. I agree my employment with SOS is terminable
at will, meaning no one has promised me that my employment will be permanent or will last for any specified period.
I acknowledge that my obligations regarding confidentially wnde working for SOS or client companies will remain m fufl force and effect
after my services for the company end. I acknowledge the importance of confidentially m my work assignments, and agree to hold any dient
information in strictest confidence and shall use this information for no other purposes unless specifically authorized in wnong by (he cSent
company. I hereby authonze SOS to check my references of past employment and personal history. I agree to relieve SOS or surely company
of liability which might result from ootammg information from others. I understand that SOS is an equal opportunity employer.

12 LAST NAME

U

<?**>• $h'

PHON&i.

Ooyoujrnono*
YasO NoGT\
U you oo smoaa Out can mlrsm Irom
smoking dunng an * • 10 nour asagnmant
mcJuong proa** and kmeft. <"
«*fi our miarvKwr

t

D \

/^C

LENGTH OP TIME IN AREA
/V * C .
T^T

20 WT

21 SaUry Oesired

/^515s.

Are you seeking Permanent Empioyment?

Necpaaoie,<\
Yts>3

No Q

CHECK SKILLS IN WHICH YOU HAVE ACTUAL WORK EXPERIENCE
CONSTRUCTION
^Laborer
C Landscaoing
C Compactor
C Jackhammer
Ust any other construction
stalls below

Cat p ?»•<$<
'-&.
MECHANICAL
C
O
£
C

Gas
Oiesei
Tire Buster
Other - Please Soeciry

WAREHOUSE
iPorklift
C inventory
D 0rders/8»H of Lading

t-tOt Rov 07/91

TRUCK DRIVER
G Chauf. License
Q SUle • Specify

Class of license.
Drivers
License
Numfaof

G
G
O
G
G
G
G
G
G
G

Curent copy of dnvmg record
Dot Card
ICC Physical
Bobtail
Portdift
Single Trailer Semi
Oouoles
Over the Road Experience
Local Delivery in this Area
Will you do Hand Loading

FACTORY PRODUCTION
^
C
D
O

General Assembly
Pood Production
Bindery
MecnantcaJ Assembly

Q
Q
Q
G

Belt Work
Candy Production
Laundry/Ironing
Medical Assembly

ELECTRONIC ASSEMBLY
G
G
G
G
G

Solder
Wirewrao
Expeditor
Testing
Qcctro-Mecnanical

G
G
G
O
G

Mill Spec.
Harness
Rework
OC
Plow Solder Machine

Oo you know how to use any of tho following:
G Color Coces
"C^aiue Prints
G Schematics
G Overlays
G Electronic Symbols
How many years of actual production
soldering experience —

MAIDS
G Hotel/Motel
G Cleaning Service

KJTCHEN HELP
G Dishwasher
G Clear & Set Tables

G Pot Washer
G Pull Cook

G Prep. Cook
f^Short Order Cook
G Grin Cook
•S-WaiterAVai tress

G Institutional Cook
G Pood Handler Permit #
JANITORIAL
#3-Mainienance
G ROOT Machine

MISCELLANEOUS

FORMER

EMPLOYERS

(Ust Below Cast Four Employers. Starting With Last One First)

Date
Month and Year
From
To

Name and Address of Employer

Salary

9 - / / 2&? ±*. /7fe/->
Ceckr G'T\H

S--_£2

o -6 2

Position

h.50

Ofsii6

From ^ . q 1
To

Reason for Leaving

LJC«'7Cr-

StlflM

/o -£,

J-

M r i J- Sqfe-f
;
£AC (>T

From

1^3L
T
° <T-f/

^ks

Cov^t^i.

fe

t&^i-fa

From
To
REFERENCES:

Give Below the Names of Three Persons Not Related To You, Whom You Have Known At Least One Year.
Address

Name

2
3

Peffb

fr.•77^1 s,

3<5D 5o.S-r'c*Y

kh Qyl^

^ ( j ^ So.

& A

PHYSICAL RECORD:
Ust~Any Physical Oetects

^Tforv^e?

Ul.

sr

Employed
^

£-/<?Ye />+

r

J0^

l/?<rt^rc*H
&

U
AJ&W Q*~

Were You Ever Injured?

Q

Give Details

Have You Any Defects In Hearing?
In Case of
Emergency Notify

^/t

tSLL
#.00

f ^ m u.
^ - / c c fj /nr. rV<r, Ceiiqrv<lU

Years
Acquaint

Business

f&tsisixtf

In Speech?

In Vision?

4"V>3fe'

P*hs*<Zf~s^

Phone No.
I autnome investigation of all statements contained In true application. I understand mat misrepresentation
of facta caned for is
and agree trial my employment Is for no daflnito period and may, regardless of the date of payment of my waves and salary, be terminated at any d m without any Ume without a
prevtoua notice.

Oate

/ / , «g (

^

:

<^a

Signature

/ 7

( H T M

7?'

^ A ^

UL.<77 - V T ^ K

I

^

DO NoffifUTE BELOW THIS UNE
Interviewed By

Oate

PFMARKS

Neatness

Character

Personality

Ability

Hired

For Dept.

Position

Will Report

Salary
Waves

Approved: 1.
Employment Manager

OepL Head

General Manager

Application for Empioyment
PERSONAL IN FORMA TION
Pate

ff\J\

( , ^/2i

Social Security Number

Wc/r/

Name

&

S I P & '

Age

3

J

^ V ^ C ? ^
Sex

/ ^

M(0OI«

Present Address

*7/?

Permanent Address
Phone Number
DateofBifth

& \ t

SX/ffl

it*+

Cpcfcr* r,w

TP O
Sttaat

cot

Sttaat

City

Or.
State

y

Stata

(oent)
c
TP)9nC>P^0
,
_.
^
•
Z ^ v T ^ k Q

Married

Height

^Stn0g^

Number of Children

Zip

<p

Own Home
^ ^
Cp^
Weight

/

Widowed

Color
->
ofHair / S / ^ H

fcrT

Color
ofSyes

Divorced

Citizen
of U.S.A.
Referred
by

If Related to Anyone in Our Employ,
State Name and Department

/S/lw*-s

Seoarated

Dependents Other
Than Wife or Children

>£>

Zlo

Board

^b£>

Yes C
No G

SerUt'c^

EMPLOYMENT DESIRED
Position C)?^
\t% You Emoioyed Now?

Date You
Can Start

C/^rO

M

Ever Applied to this Company Before?

^j£>

& •

Where

When

Years
Attended

Name and Location of School

fZH^Uv

Srammar School

/fy-

If So May We Inquire
of Your Present Employer

AjO.

EDUCATION

Salary
Desired

•oO

Date
Graduated

Subjects Studied

fc

G-e

^ffc^(
Ugh School

Q Corset.
ollege

L7f.

^oO
Ce C>cr ( jj^

Trade. Business or
Correspondence
School

Of

/?e>

^/

'fc

UT

f>S?

T

bjects of Special Study or Research Work

Read

nat Foreign Languages Do You Speak Fluently?
5. Military or
ival Service

Rank

Write

Present Membership in
National Guard or Reserves

Activities Other Than Religious
(Civic, Athletic, Fraternal, etc.).
6XCLU0E ORGANIZATIONS THE NAME OR CHARACTER OF WHICH INQICATES THE PACE CREED. COLOR QR NATIONAL ORIGIN QF ITS MEM8EPS
( C o n t i n u a H o n f l t h » r Ci^iai

. Other

lk?h$../£pf?(>ecl

"* 7 iXf -^
~
.Lu-eu ()
7

-tar. . . u ^ b ^

-— .„_C&rp<.*-t.e\~

C^W e.r..

T>

ADDENDUM C

ns office

OENYB 1EEA
TOLL FHEE

OMATED COLLECTION SYSTE3
. BOX 9 9 « 9
EN, UT 8 4 « 0 9

P

TO:

87-0172U59

I LAKE CITT CREDIT ONION
3 S BAIN
r LAKE CITY 0 7

7tt0-0ft00
1-800-829-0977

TODD B ROBINSON
PO BOX 216
8U115-5336

PARAGONAH

OT

84761-0216
528-98-1656

ROBI A 03
of Tax

*0

12-31-90

Statutory
Additions

Unpaid Balance of
Assessment

Tax
Period Ended

$

1,298.8ft

$

Y W11L NOT ATTACH TO ANY WOIVCUAL RETIREMENT ACCOUNT flRAl
X T PLAN BENEFITING SELF-EMPLOYED INDIVIDUALS, OR ANY OTHER
) PLAN IN YOUR POSSESSION OR CONTROL

Total

269.00

Total amount due

•

t

1,567.84

J

1,567-8*

06-27-12

st and late payment penalty have been figured to

though we have told you to pay the amount you owe, it is still not paid This is your copy of a notice
levy we have sent to collect this. We will send other levies, if we do not get enough with this one.
inks, credit unions, savings and loans, and similar institutions described in section 408(n) of
e Internal Revenue Code must hold your money for 2 1 calendar days before sending it to
. They must include the interest you earn during that time. Anyone else we send a levy to
jst turn over your money, property, credits, e t a that they have (or are already obligated for)
hen they would have to pay you.
<ou decide to pay the amount you owe now, please bring a guaranteed payment (cash, cashier's
eck, certified check, or money order) to the nearest IRS office with this form, so we can tell the
rson who received this levy not to send us your money. If you mail your payment instead of bringing
o us, we may not be able to stop the person who received this levy from sending us your money
time.
/ve have erroneously levied your bank account, we may reimburse you for the fees your bank
arged you for handling the levy. You must file a claim with the IRS on Form 8546 within one year
er the fees are charged
rou have any questions, please call or write us. If you write to us, please include your telephone
Tiber and the best time to call.
1

Service Representative

Title

CHIEF, COLLECTION BRANCH

DEPARTMENT OF THE TREA5UKT
INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE
AUTOMATED COLLECTION SYSTEM
P. O. BOX 9 9 4 9
OGDEN, UT
84409

DATE:
07/17/92
TAXPAYER IDENTIFYING NUMBER:
528-98-1656
CONTACT TELEPHONE NUMBERS:
IN DENVER AREA:
740-0400
TOLL FREE:
1-800-829-0977
HOURS OF OPERATION:
8 : 0 0 AM - 9 : 0 0 PM MST MON-FRI
8 : 0 0 AM - NOON MST SATURDAY

TODD B ROBINSON
PO BOX 2 1 6
PARAGONAH UT

84761-0216

REQUEST FOR TELEPHONE CONTACT
YOU DID NOT RESPOND TO OUR PREVIOUS NOTICES.
AS A RESULT. YOUR
ACCOUNT HAS BEEN ASSIGNED FOR ENFORCEMENT ACTIONTO AVOID THIS
ACTION AND ADDITIONAL INTEREST (AND PENALTY ON UNPAID TAX), IT IS
EXTREMELY IMPORTANT THAT YOU CALL US IMMEDIATELY AT THE APPROPRIATE
NUMBER SHOWN ABOVE, OR ENSURE THAT PAYMENT FOR THE TOTAL AMOUNT DUE
AND ALL DELINQUENT TAX RETURNS REACH US WITHIN 10 DAYS FROM THE ABOVE
DATE.
I F YOU WRITE TO US, INCLUDE A COPY OF THIS LETTER AND GIVE US
YOUR TELEPHONE NUMBER AND THE BEST TIME TO CALL YOU.

THOMAS MOORE
CHIEF, AUTOMATED COLLECTION BRANCH
ENCLOSURES:
ACCOUNT SUMMARY
COPY OF LETTER
ENVELOPE

LETTER 2 0 5 0 (ACSDEN)
PLEASE SEND YOUR RESPONSE IN THE ENCLOSED ENVELOPE

(REV.

ADDENDUM D

JANUARY 03. 1992

NOTICE OF WARRANT ANO OEMANO FOR PAYMENT OF TAXES

TQOO B ROBINSON
604 3RD AVENUE
S L CITY. UT 84 103

PAYMENT DUE DATE
ACCOUNT NO:
TAX TYPE:
FILING PERIOO:

In accordance with Utar lay. m e
tax and/or penalty ano interest:
TAX

JANUARY 17. 1992
528981656
INCOME
JAN 9O-0EC 90

Tax Commission has assessed your account me following amount of

PENALTY

. INTEREST

CREDITS

AMOUNT OUE

50.00

43.17

1491.00

$567.17

$1965.00

If the amount due Is not paid by m e payment due date, the Tax Commission 1s authorized by Utah
law to Issue a warrant for the attachment and sale of your personal and real property, to be filed
with the clerk of the approonate court. When filed, this warrant shall operate as a binding M e n
against your personal and real property, with all the force and effect of a court judgment. Once
the warrant is filed, the sheriff may proceed with the attachment and tale of your persona! and
real property to the extent necessary to satisfy this claim.
If a warrant is filed with the court, an additional $10 filing fee will be assessed to your
account. This fee is assessed by the Administrative Office of the Courts and may not be waived.
Your account will be assessed an additional $10 for any subsequent legal collection action filed
with the court
Make your check or money order payable
this notice and your remittance m the
not reflect additional tax liabilities
bean made for this filing period within

to the Utah State Tax Commission. Return the top portion of
enclosed envelope by the payment due date. This notice does
which may be due for other filing periods. If payment has
the last 30 days, please disregard this notice.

The Utah Taxpayer Bill of Rights 1s available frnn of cnarge
describes your rights and obligations and the Tax Commission's
c1a 1ffls. and co 71ect1ons.

upon request
This publication
procedures for appeals, refund

If you have any questions concerning the amounts assessed, please write or call th* I AM Commission
it (801) 530-4848. or 1-800-662-4335 from within Utah.
Taxpayers Services Unit
Jtan State Tax Commission

POAM TC-««?

erv ffim

ADDENDUM E

I WSJ i f

3»a ouuin /o EAST
CEDAR C I T Y
UT 8 4 7 2 0

10

WVl'U^Of

otofecnont Dote

Account Number

01/30/92

146-5620653

Patient Name

<TERM0UNTAIN HEALTH CARE FACILITY

TODD B ROBINSON
Secondary Insuronce

y Insurance

Policy No,

Tied

Date Billed

PoficyNa

Poficy Holder

Holder

Type of Service

146*«620663

tible Party

PROO19709

T0D0 B ROBINSON
P0 BOX 216
PARAG0NAH UT 8476(1

INPATIENT
Covers Services Received

1 1 / 2 2 / 9 1 THROUGH 1 1 / 2 4 / 9 1
Original Account Balance

•

3 , 2 4 7 . 60

Description

Date

1/30/92

rfDueDcte^

Previous Balance

3,281.23

•

ftkYMENTSR O H X I S H 0OITS(*l.

DELAYED PAYMENT FEE

PAST

33.63

Nonce: A delayed payment fee of 1-5% pm month (annual percentage
lule is 18%) moy be charged on tne cutPHtf balance due.

DUE

Amount

Current Balance •

3,314.86

This account remains unpaid. Please pay the 'Current Balance'
within 10 days or your account will be considered for placement
with Credit Assurance Agency. If you have any questions, call
HOSPITAL at (801) 586-6587 between 9;00 A.M. and 5:00 P.M.
Mon-Fri.
Thank you.
Payments received after

the 'Statement Date' are not shown.
p k ° * e accept ovc_ *hanjes1

Jf_you_rKwe sent Y^^J^fH^i.

Detach this portion and return it with your payment Keep upper portion for your records.
If paying by credit card, please check the appropriate card and complete the fbitowinc
se check box if your address has changed
provide your new address on the reverse.

Statement
Date:

01/30/92

rODP B ROBINSON
A AC
e c o n c c o
1 4 6 - 5 5 2 0 6 5 3

r w proper credit, please write
occount number on your check.

a

Credit Card No . .

cxptfonon Date „
Glance:

a

D

D

. _ _

. Phone N a .

3 , 3 1 4 . 8 6
r

Manaime A

>ueDate: P A S T

DUE

A m o u n t Paid

3,314.86k
4.000 health care professionals of Intermountoin Health Core,
for the trust you place in us by allowing us to serve you. It
I to help you live a healthier, more productive life and to keep
led about your health care ne^6i and options.

J , 130ambOnOOSbr20bS3DOOD3314fib7J'

_ _ _ _ _ _ « . _ _ _ _ _ — — — — — — _ _ — —
Please moke check or money order payable to: m
I he two Gne address pnnted below is coned Please
^
inai. to the address below in the envelope provided.

VALLEY VIEW MEDICAL CENTER
S A I T IAKF CTTY, UT 8 4 1 4 1 - 0 4 0 0

• '*

For Questions regarding your account piease cart

CREDIT ASSURANCE A G E J ^
A SERVICE OF INTERM0UN13PHEALTH CARE, INC.

BJ

650 EAST 4500 SOUTH. SUITE 200 TOLL FREE 1-800-444-2292
P.O. SOX 57070
P.O. 80X 2953
MURRAY. UTAH 84157-0070
POCATELLO. IDAHO 83206-2953
PHONE: 801 -263-1758
PHONE; 208-236-0311

'111

l!«5 1

^801-263-1758

Statement Date

Account Numoer

106-14605613109

01/30/92
Patient Name

TODD B ROBINSON

THIS ACCOUNT HAS BEEN RECEIVED FOR IMMEDIATE COLLECTION

Perhaps you haw not intentionally neglected this obligation, but it B seriously past due and it must have your immetiate attention You can do one of two
if you desire our cooperation:-- 1l. . YOU
^ o umay
j i ^ enaose
e n d ^ payment
payTTwnt^ln
full, payaote
payable to
to uedit
Credit Assurance
Assurance Agency,
Agere/, and mad in the envelope immediatety, OR
m full,
1 Contact Credit Assurance Agency at once either by telephone or letter.
Unless you notify this office within 30 days after receiving this notice that you dispute the validity of the debt or any portion thereof, this office wil assume
debt s valid. If you notify this office in writing within 30 days from receiving this notice, this office will: obtain verification of the debt and mail you a copy
venricabon If you request this office in writing within 30 days after receiving this notice, this office will provide you with the name and address of the origs
creditor, if different from the current creator.
TMS IS AN ATTEMPT TO COLLECT A DEBT AN0 ANT WFOf
08TAINEO WILL 8E USED FOR THAT PURPOSE.

Responsible Party
PA00117S4

•4760

01

R6GA80WG YOUR ACCOUNT WITH

106-146056131OS

TODD B ROBINSON
PO BOX 216
PARAGONAH UT 84760

Covers Services Received

09/24/91 THROUGH 09/25/91

VALLEY VIFtf MEDICAL CENTER
A FACILITY OF INTERMOUNTAIN HEALTH CAI

PROTECT YOUR CREDIT AND IT WILL PROTECT YOU

If you have sent your payment, please accept our thanks.
Detach this portion and return it with your payment Keep upper portion for your records.

•

Please check box if your address has changed Statement
and provide your new address on the reverse.. Date:

TTlQ
Lj_LLr

If paying by credit card, please check the appropriate card and complete m

• Eg

01/30/92

TO AVOID ERRORS:
PLEASE MAKE PAYMENT (CHECK. MONEY ORDER) PAYA8LE TO
CREDIT ASSURANCE AGENCY AND MAIL IN THE ENVELOPE
PROVIOED.

P l e a s e Do Not send post d a t e d c h e c k s .
:~z >

1,419.55

Amount Paid

SSSlf TODD B ROBINSON
Account
account
Numoer

4 nff

«1 A c n C C 1 O *

rtO

lUO-l^tDUOOIOlUy

For v™***
proper w
credit
please write
r o i . piease
w w
account number on your check.

rJJT

j , i30fiioLmtosbi3iD c ioooomnss2J'

Credit Card No..
Expiration Oate.

. Phone No..

signatureX
Please make check or money order payable to •
Mail to the address below in the envelope provided.
J

CREDIT ASSURANCE AGENCY
SALT LAKE CITY, U T 84141-0400

r>o

i <s*s

E«OX

3 0 1 7
T A Y L O R
A V E
O G D E N ,
U T A H
:E:<4-<4-&
:SO 1 —3*3*3— 3 7 4 3
S L C — 2 9 5 — 5^2 !J5 *7"
FEB

192

w

001231
08
TODD B ROBINSON
PO BOX 2 1 6
PARAGONAH, UT 3 4 7 6 0

RE:

*

*

*PIONEER VALLEY HOSPITAL

A - * - - * - - * - - * - * - * *

A

*

P E R S O N A L

*

*

*

*

*

TOTAL DUE:

*

*

*

*

*

*

AF>F>EARANOE

*

*

*

*

9230.25

*

*

*

*

*

R E Q U E S T

*

*

*

BE ADVISED THAT YOU HAVE FAILED TO COMPLY WITH PREVIOUS REQUESTS
FOR PAYHENT.
SUFFICIENT TIME HAS BEEN ALLOWED FOR YOU TO GIVE A
REASON WHY ACTION SHOULD NOT BE TAKEN.
YOU ARE REQUESTED TO APPEAR ON 0 2 / 2 Q / 3 2
BETWEEN THE HOURS OF: 3 : 0 0 AM - 5 : 0 0 PM
APPEARANCE LOCATION

UKKEN AND SON'S AGENCY IN
3 0 1 7 TAYLOR AVE
OGDEN UTAH 3 4 4 0 2

* I F YOU ARE UNABLE TO APPEAR YOU MUST SENT PAYMENT IN FULL IMMEDIATELY***

This i s an attempt tc c o l l e c t a debt and any information
obtained w i l l b*> used for that ouroose.

S.J

STATEBAENTof ACCOUNT
AYA8LE WTTHIN30 DAYS RXLOWNG CLOSING DATE UNSFOTHERARRANGE- ^
ALL CHARGES ARE DUE
L OR STATEMENT.
STATEMENT.
Me*T5 HAVE BEEN MADE THIS ACCOUNT HAS NOT 8EEN INOJUOED IN ANY HOSPTTAL BILL

IMPORTANT

LOCATION CODES
£

JAY C HEHSELEH, CRNA

^ ~ . ~'

VALLEY VIEW H0SP-IP

iV"*r\r
lr.;r*-?!

DOCTOR'S COOES
04 JAY C HENSELEN. CRNA

7S0 NORTH 200 WEST. 1309
PROVO, UT

84601-1686

PROVO PHONE 375-8064
TAX IP NO.

PHCNENQ.

.5334*11*5

fMl)M6-216S

JAY C HENSELEN. CRNA

T00D ROBINSON
P.O.

750 NORTH 200 WEST, 1309

80X 216

PROVO. UT

PARAGONAH UI 84760

84601-1686

PROVO PHONE 375-8064
I.I/E
rii'SE-NOTr;

PATIENT:1000 ROBINSON
TO ASSURE PROPER CREDIT. RETURN
THIS PORTION WITH YOUR PAYMENT
*

CLOSING DATE •.

?Kfuam R£csva AFTER CLOSNQ
DATE WU. &?&a CN f©CT STATB»T

1

L03/31/92

ACCOUNT*

1

$

40162

OETACH HERE '

1

J

flETAIN THIS PORTION FCPttpUH TAX HECOHDS
PREVIOUS 8ALANCE -

IAXS SHSCS ? A Y £ 8 L S 7 0 » J A Y c HEMSELEN. CRNA
ATE OP SERVICE I OH [ - > * T l B f T HAME I tOC |"::'75f-"i
i&ZZ
-V 03/31/92

t'*V.*

-4

DIAGNOSIS

SERVICE RENDERED

432.2
(""CHARGE

•• ANESTHESIA SERVICES

%5&11}

FINANCE CHARGE

1 '7 ' • * •

^ >** i* " .V- r*« t ^ .\

TOUR ACCOST «±1 T '60 TO OUR COLLECTION &ENCT I F NOT PAID IN 10 0«YS!»!
*
40962
CIC5'*-G OATE
02/31/92

LAST PAY OATE ]
00/00/00

iPMANCE CHARGE CF

1.50*

!

ACCOUNT*
STATUS

3=3 MONTHf

RgffT
cupqgw
6.48

' I
J

30^0 PAYS

|

0.00 .

iMOAJA CZ.%J*STzD CN T«£ uVAC SALWCE C 7 « *
R£ASS Scs ScVERSc SlOE FC* NSURANCS CAW F U G

1

"S^SO'DAYS""
0.00

90-120 DAYS

. _ 432.00

_ , .

OVEHtM
0.00.

,.

438.41

CAYS HAS S S I A O C S AS C?7fcS SjCS?C2AT5. ~ £ AftfajALPEnC2.friGS.
tGTrVCttSlWPttMttCWnilfa^VCH

SHAFER CREDIT
450
N UNIVERSITY
PROVO,
(SOI)

UT
8 4 6 0 1
3 7 4 - 0 4 9 5

T000 B ROBINSON
P 0 BOX 216
PARAGONAH, UT 84760

SERVICE
AVE
#201

067866

16

DATE: JUN 30, 1992
CITS 40962
ACCTff 067866
RE: OR JAY C HENSELEN
FOR:
TOTAL DUE:
$446.57

SHAFER CREDIT SERVICE WAS FORMERLY KNll'iHl ADJUSlNFNT RURFAll flK Pkuvil
Attempts to contact you today were unsuccessful
Please contact us
within 24 hours at (801) 374-0495 regarding your account.
THANK YOU

Sf , Cu I I e
This is an attempt to collect a debt.
be used for that purpose.
I I \

Ht'NM I I N

Any information obtained will

$446.57

ADDENDUM F

2661 e I d3S

AFGHAN PRECINCT JUSTICE COURT
RECEIPT NUMBER. P000004027
DATEi 07-14-92 TIME. 1 1 I 5 5 I 3 9
RECEIVED OF. TODD B. ROBINSON
CHECK. 183
BY DEPUTY. RAIDA M. BAKER
MEMO. 1ST PMNT DUI
BAL DUEi S825.00
CASE NUMBER
EVENT/SERVICE
AMOUNT
ST VS ROBINSON TODD 5
J-0004-TR-0000017025
707 PAYMENT-DUI
PARTY NAMEi ROBINSON TODD B

$100.00

CHECK IS CONDITIONAL PAYMENT
* TOTAL RECEIP' • • •
* PENDING RECEIPT OF FUNDS FROM BANK. *

$100.00

/'
'

/,/,t>y.,,,

''"Li.

J,J>'.

'••

L.V*I K-

*

'•<* J '

*«i

•

'

/

ADDENDUM G

4 X J L * t ^ * r \JL* i ±y~J i M . , . i >.jTtJL^l 1 X

rental agreement entered into this date j -p'^TL , betweenI^qger L. Addington of 90Roundtree
ir City, Ut. 84720, hereinafter called Lessor, and ^TH(/ &» X^A.l/i^Si^
of 90 Rountree
ir City Ut. 84720 hereinafter called Lessee. Lessor does hearby lease and rent unto lessee, and lessee
hereby take as tenant under lessor, the bedroom, with house privileges, at 90 Rountree Cedar City UL
used by lessee as a lawful private dwelling from the date of C-2 **?-? ^ to a undetermined time. Said
mmodations are rented for occupancy of one adult,
nsideration whereof, and of the covenants hereinafter expressed, it is covenanted and agreed as follows.
sstQ agrees to pay first and last months rent to lessor, or his agent, in advance, at the office of lessor or
igent>in legal currency on the first day of each month of said term, as rent for said premises, the sum of
.00 (two hundred dollars ) per month. The time of payment of each monthly installment is made the
ice-df this agreement.
,e lessee shall not permit any unlawful and immoral practice to be committed in the premises, nor shall
trmit them to be used as a boarding or lodging house, tor rooming or school purposes, nor for any purpose
h will increase the insurance rate; nor shall he permit to be kept or used on the premises flammable
5 or explosives, or firearms, without the consent of lessor: nor permit them to be used for any purpose
h will injure the reputation of the building or which will disturb the tenants of the building or the
sitants of the neighborhood.
e lessee has examined the premises and is satisfied with the physical condition and his taking possession
lclusive evidence of receipt of them in good order and repair, and the lessee agrees to keep said premises
clean and satisfactory condition, and, upon termination of this tenancy, will leave said premises,
Dment and furnishings'in as good condition as when entered upon, except for reasonable wear and tear:
n the event of damage or injury to said premises,except as otherwise provided herein, said lessee shall
or all such damages.
ssee shall not have the right or power to sublet the premised or any part thereof, of transfer or assign
ease without the written consent of Lessor, nor shell ne offer any portion of the premises for a sublease.
ould Lessee fail to pay the rent, or any portion thereof, as the same becomes due, or violate any other
or condition of this lease, Lessor shall then haveright,at his option, to reenter the leased premises and
inate the lease; such re-entry shall not bar therightof recovery of rent or damage for breach of covenants,
hall the receipt of rent after conditions broken be deemed a waiver of forfeiture.
ould the Lessor be compelled to commence or sustain an action at law to collect said rents or part thereof
r damages, or to dispossess the Lessee or to recover possession of said premises, the Lessee shall pay
>sts in connection therewith, including reasonable attorneys fees.
s mutually understood and agreed that the Lessor and his agents shall have access to the leased premises
reasonable times to inspect and protect the same, to show the same to a prospective purchaser, tenant
ortgagee, and to make any repairs thereto.
ssee agrees not to keep or maintain a dog, cat or any other animal or pet on the leased premises without
nritten consent of the Lessor.
ssee shall comply with all of the reasonable rules and regulations now in force by Lessor, and pasted in
out the premises, or otherwise brought to the notice of Lessee, both in regard to the building as a whole
is to the premises herein leased.
^sstt shall clean up after thereselfs at all times, and shall participate in weekly house cleaning.
l the event the leased premises are furnished with furniture of the lessor, an inventory of the furniture
be attached hereto and made a part of hereof, and it is hereby agreed that all furnishings are received
od condition, unless otherwise expressly stated, and the lessee further agrees to return the same at the
ation hereof in like condition, reasonable wear and tear excepted.

^

Y

.

.. „.. . . . .^#,t tv,^.-. are no terms of this agreement different from and of the precedi

S o ? c e b e f o ^ a a & i g premises, lessee shaU not smoke inside the building.
13. All covenants and representations herein are binding upon and inure to the benefit ofthe heirs, execute
administrators and assigns of Lessor and Lessee.
SIGNED THIS D A Y ^ ^ ^ O R ^ ^ 7 f^
SIGNED THIS DAY /ffg;?. <T1 LESSEE

ffiff

^
^>

^

^

^

ftffrl/rfJfa^

ADDENDUM H

DEPARTMENT USE ONLY

4501 South 2700 West-3rd Floor
P.O. Box 30560
Salt Lake City. Utah 84130-0560

Accident File No.
Accident Dace — v ^ ^ d , a?,

RELEASE

I herYo -:-rtify thac I haw released

mi.

Accident Location

~7orld

8^r»u J3>feiV>tvi
(fill m name qfpmm rrtcasmi)

from any and all liability arising from the abuve-capuoned traffic accident required by the Utah Code Annodated 1953.
Sec*- * •• *!2a-

Dace.

AJOK/II

/9<ii
,0 W* fvl
j£j? **"7" 77? P'"*'* C^yOrl

Subscribed and sworn to before me this

^

day «f

fSlQTtatur* 6f person ofeo hoi giurn lh* rwUau )

VJiNvg^W—

#

ia _ J L L l

^ * s W ^ CO^Umfc dKiu

I

My Commission Expires .
Residing.at

QsLt

,

t ^

NOTE TO PERSON RELEASED: In order to exempt yourself from the provisions of the UCA 41-12a by filing evidence of"
release frc*n liability, you must file Certifications of Release from ALL injured persons and ALL owners of property
damaged in che accident. AU may sign the above form, or. if more convenient, each may sign a separate form. Additional
forms, including those which must be filed if the injured person or owner of the property damaged is a minor, may be
'obtained from the Driver License Division upon request. Joint owners of prooerty must both sgn.
01*31. °R«v.2/8S

